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EDITORIAL
This week, a railway station resists the Beeching cuts. A man discovers a city beneath the
sea. An ancient Egyptian goddess helps Anna Khan. Georg travels back in time to halt a
historically significant event. A man agrees to hide the Black Eye of Horus. And Osiris is
avenged.
We introduce our new serial, a planetary romance chronicling one man's journey to Mars,
written when Edgar Rice Burroughs was five years old—Across the Zodiac! Meanwhile,
back on the home planet, other humans encounter the horrors of Mars in the latest installment
of The War of the Worlds.
—Gavin Chappell
Now Available from Rogue Planet Press:
Lovecraftiana Halloween 2018
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DARKWATER HALT by John C Adams
A chill always fell across the carriages of the old train as it clacked its way over to Darkwater
Halt. Local passengers knew better than to talk about its cause. Tourists alighting for a walk
around the lake followed by a stroll through Darkwater Town, with its gift shops and
tearooms, shivered as they climbed down onto the platform. Only the ill-advised among them
commented on how something just didn’t feel right.
My grandson and I exchanged knowing glances as we sat in the train at Bloodhaugh and
watched another group boarding. The ten-year-old pinched my arm and asked me to tell him
again the story of how the station had survived the Beeching cuts.
I poured a cup of tea from my flask. Eddy fetched a juice carton out of his rucksack.
I glanced over my shoulder in case there were tourists within earshot, but they were all
engrossed with their walking maps and train timetables.
“Go on, Granddad Tom!”
Well. It happened this way. Almost sixty years ago, I was younger than you are now, Eddy.
My grandfather Herbert Strong was the stationmaster at Darkwater Halt back then. He’d
worked his way up from errand boy via the ticket office. Granddad had been in the job of
stationmaster for twenty-five years by the time of Dr Beeching.
The poster announcing the closure of the station under the national programme of cuts agreed
by the government had arrived in the post one morning. My grandfather left it on his desk all
day, but the instructions were clear. The poster had to be put up the day it arrived. So he
unrolled it and looked at it in silence for a long time with a nasty taste in his mouth.
Eventually, he found some tacks and a hammer. He went out onto the platform after the
passengers had filed out through the ticket hall.
For Closure. Darkwater Halt. Seven days hence. For details of replacement bus services, see
front of station.
Night was properly closing in. My grandfather called to me to finish sweeping up the
platform. I went up to the station to help out after school and hung about til the last train was
through. Then we walked home through Darkwater Town.
Grandfather tacked the poster up, spat on it and walked away swinging his hammer. Then he
heard this cackle. I did, too. It floated down the track and through that station, away through
the spinney and on down towards the lake.
I ran over to my grandfather and cuddled into him. Grandfather Herbert was a big man. He
wasn’t afraid of anything. I’d seen him take on half of Darkwater’s rugby team when they
were drunk and thought laying down on the tracks was a good idea just as the three o’clock
from Bloodhaugh was puffing round the corner by the signal box.
Grandfather Herbert draped a beefy arm around my skinny shoulders.
“Don’t worry, Tommy. Darkwater Halt knows how to take care of itself.”
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Well, he was right about that.
A week later was the day of closure. We’d spent all week trying to follow the list of
instructions sent by the regional manager of the railway from Bloodhaugh but everything the
staff did just seemed to undo itself as soon as anyone turned their backs. It was like the clerk
said, just after he’d spent two hours packing up the spare books of tickets into a crate, only to
come back from his tea break to find all the books back out and spread along the counter, just
as if he hadn’t lifted a finger since lunch.
It was as if the old station didn’t accept that it was going to get closed down.
The inspector, Mr Evers, arrived at four o’clock. He stood in the ticket hall, gazing around at
the counters. At the timetables still pinned up on the walls. At the roaring fire in each of the
waiting rooms. Then he stormed onto the platform and poked around in the storage area
where we kept the heavier items of luggage sent to the station early for us to put on the trains.
“Why isn’t anything packed?”
“Doing our best, but something very rum is going on.”
Granddad Herbert took Mr Evers to see the coal heaps by the sidings. They were piled so
high that they stood above my shoulders.
“The trucks came yesterday. We spent all day shovelling the coal onto them. They roared
away just after dark. I can’t tell you what happened here during the night, but by seven this
morning, when I arrived, they were full of coal again.”
Mr Evers frowned so hard his slim eyebrows knitted together. He rubbed his smooth chin. A
redness spread across his cheeks.
Granddad Herbert dragged the inspector along the track to the signal box. He pointed up at
the junction box.
“The signalman took everything apart yesterday after the last train had gone through. He put
every piece of equipment into two crates, nailed down the lids and labelled them for
collection this morning, along with all the other stuff from the station. But when the driver
came to get them, the boxes were empty, and everything was back in its place, in working
order.”
Mr Evers folded his arms.
“This station is closing. Nothing you or any of your bunch can do about it.”
Granddad Herbert laid a hand on Mr Evers’s arm. He didn’t like the man much, none of us
did, but he didn’t want to cause shock to anyone if he could avoid it.
“Ghostly forces, you see. Dark forces. Cross them at your peril, Mr Evers.”
Mr Evers shook him off.
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“Never heard such rot! Pull yourself together, Herb!”
Mr Evers and Granddad Herbert looked at each other for a long time, standing there by the
signal box.
“The station doesn’t want to be closed.”
“We’ll see about that!”
Eventually, they walked back to the ticket hall in frosty silence. Mr Evers ordered the whole
place to be locked up, but try as they might to draw the bolts across they just sprang back
open again. Mr Evers locked the padlocks and put the keys in his pocket. But as soon as he
buttoned it over, the keys were found to be back in the padlocks once more and each lock fell
to the ground. No matter how many times Mr Evers ordered my grandfather to close the
padlocks again, the same thing kept happening.
The young station clerk bustled through and asked for help to shift the luggage. Mr Evers
snapped that the platform had been cleared already, and he’d declared the place empty half an
hour ago.
Everyone traipsed onto the platform to see. All along its length were clusters of luggage. Just
the sort of stuff you’d expect to see on a regular day, only much more of it than would fit on
any train. A pair of battered old iron trunks, with labels from voyages and past train journeys
pasted all over them. A matching set of brand new luxury suitcases, trunk, vanity case and
briefcase neatly stacked together on a luggage cart.
Mr Evers tried to drag the cases off. None of them would move. My grandfather went to help,
but he couldn’t lift even the smallest item. And the cart wouldn’t budge even when four burly
men pushed against it. We all stood there in a huddle, scratching our heads. Every piece of
luggage all along the platform was exactly the same.
Just then, the signals changed. The signalman was standing with us on the platform. He
shrugged his shoulders and just stared along the track at the junction box. Then I heard
puffing from behind the trees lining the track, and saw a white head of steam above the
branches. Everyone turned round when the whistle blew from the same direction.
The signal clanged and the train came round the corner. There was steam billowing out of its
funnel, and it was speeding along faster than I’d seen any train go before. I put my hands up
to my eyes to shield them from the glare of the sun, but although I stared into the box I
couldn’t spot a driver up there in the cab. Sure enough, when the train pulled alongside the
platform the cab was empty.
The doors sprang open. Passengers began to clamber down. A middle-aged woman helped
out two children. She followed, carrying a heavy picnic basket. Two hikers strode away
towards the exit, smiling and waving as they passed us. A pair of elderly ladies stepped
gingerly down onto the platform, and unrolled a map of the town and the lakeside. I helped
them out through the ticket hall. My grandfather clipped their tickets, and pointed them in the
direction of Darkwater Town.
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Half an hour later, another train pulled in. Word had got around that the trains were still
running. Fifty locals had come to the station and bought tickets to Bloodhaugh, and for larger
stations further up the line. The phone had been ringing, even though it had been
disconnected yesterday evening, with enquiries from all over the area about what timetable
we were running now that the station wasn’t going to be closing.
Mr Evers tried to use the phone to warn his boss in Bloodhaugh that the station closure
wasn’t going smoothly, but whenever he tried to get a line it went dead. My grandfather took
the receiver and spoke to the operator, asking her to connect us to Bloodhaugh Station.
However, as soon as he handed it to Mr Evers the connection failed again.
Mr Evers told us to wait in front of the station and turn people away, but as clearly as we told
the locals that the trains weren’t running they elbowed their way past us to the counters,
bought their tickets and marched onto the platform.
A second train from Bloodhaugh arrived an hour later. It was jam packed with tourists and a
few locals. We’d forgotten all about the replacement bus service. The vicar’s wife, laden with
two heavy shopping baskets, bustled along the platform and told Mr Evers and me it had been
a relief to see after two hours waiting for a bus that hadn’t shown up that the train was
running after all.
Mr Evers swore under his breath. He shoved past us and onto the platform. The train was
already pulling out of the station. He jumped down onto the tracks and waved his arms to
stop it. I cowered into my grandfather’s chest, but nothing could deaden the sound of
crunching bones as the engine ran over him.

I stopped talking and looked warily at my grandson. Eddy was a steady lad, but I always
faltered when I got to that bit of the story about Mr Evers getting crushed under the wheels of
the train. I needn’t have worried. Like any ten-year-old, he was drinking in all the details of
the blood and gore.
Our train pulled into Darkwater Halt. I gathered up our things, and we waited for the tourists
to throng past us in the carriage and down onto the platform.
Eddy asked if he could say hallo to the driver. I nodded, and shuffled after him as he ran
towards the front of the train.
The white figure of the driver leant out of the cab to talk to Eddy. He ruffled the boy’s hair
and nodded to me. I touched my cap in return and smiled.
“Well, Mr Evers. How’s tricks?”
The ghost rippled an answer that was part shrug, part acceptance of his fate.
THE END
Available from Rogue Planet Press
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JOURNEY TO THE CITY OF MRATH by PT Corwin
After my father had fallen in the Mahdist Revolt, my mother sought to distract me by
vacationing in Brazil. It was during this holiday that it happened.
My mother and a friend she had known from the England of her youth and who now lived
amongst the locals waited on shore, asleep under a parasol, while I played in the warm ocean.
In the late afternoon, the weather changed. Clouds now obscured the sun, and a breeze
excited the nearby trees and sent a shiver through the water.
In my childish exuberance, I braved the waves, unaware or unconcerned that they had now
grown to the size of a house. I made a game of diving at just the right moment to avoid the
breakers, congratulating myself on my dauntless bravery when I surfaced again.
But as I came up for air from one such dive, the next wave, foaming with fury, already closed
in on me like the jaws of hell itself. It caught me, and I tumbled as if down the stairs,
forgetting up or down in the vastness of the ocean.
I could not have gone so far below. Yet when I opened my eyes, I found myself surrounded
by near-blackness, not knowing which way to swim for the surface.
Now, I believe that some poor souls might have surrendered themselves to the watery grave.
Yet I, with my life still ahead of me and death a terrifying nothingness to my childhood mind,
I swam as my nose pointed, determined to reach the surface and the shore again.
Soon I saw ahead of me what looked like spires rising out of the deep, like the fangs of a
giant beast, yellow with the decay of decades gone.
A city. An underwater city.
I could hear voices in my ears, whispers from the deep, as if a thousand lost souls were
praying for salvation. I could only imagine what agony they must be forced to endure for
eternity.
I could not help them now. So I tore myself away from the city and its voices, and surmising
from its location at the bottom of the ocean the way to the top, I drained my last ounce of
strength to reach the surface.
I staggered out of the water. The wind enveloped me like demons breath. The haunting
whispers still echoed in my ears, the yellow spires seared forever into my memory.
My legs failing, I fell, and I dug my hands into the hard sand, the exact opposite of the
limitless sea, where who knows how many terrors await us.
Since that day, even after we had returned to the safety of our home in England, the taste of
the sea shocked me at random moments, appearing like a ghoul on the wind and carrying
with it the image of those spires. In my nightmares, they swallowed me, pierced me and tore
me to pieces as I drowned, while all the while around me the shapeless voices cackled.
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I always woke with a scream, afraid to fall asleep again. And even my mother, giving up
many nights of rest to sit beside me and stroke my head and whisper soothing words, could
not drive away those horrid thoughts.
How many more had this leviathan of a city imprisoned in its depths? All those souls crying
out without hope. How many more were bound to follow?
The city had to be destroyed.

It was not until about a year later that I found the means to return.
At this time my mother had succumbed to a dreadful disease. So frail she had become
towards the end and so unlike the woman I had known, the woman who had burnt with life.
Her body emaciated, the colour of her skin faded, she had become an unreal thing. Unable to
move, she lay in her bed, groaning with the pain. In the worst moments, in the middle of the
night, when she had twisted her body into unnatural forms, she prayed for salvation. And
when it came a few weeks later, I could not find the tears to mourn her. I could as well have
mourned the soldier who, after surviving the horrors of Majuba, returns to the safety of home.
And so, keeping a memory of my mother as she had been before, I made the necessary
arrangements. And a few days later, with nothing now holding me, I applied as a deckhand
and soon found myself on a trading vessel bound for Brazil.
After an arduous journey, throughout which the thought of those spires and the nightmares
they brought kept me awake most nights, we finally landed on the shores of Rio.
With only a few days at anchor, I had no time to waste and went immediately in search of my
mother’s old friend. She knew the locals and their secrets. And maybe she knew a way to
destroy the city.
She had lived most of her life in a little house on the edge of the favelas. I found it rooted at
the bottom of a hill, dwarfed by its brothers gathered behind it. Cobbled together from planks
of wood and sheets of corrugated iron, it defied collapse and decay with the determination of
those without another option.
I knocked on the door in the early morning, with the sun still rising behind Sugarloaf
Mountain, when only a few children walked the paths through the favelas and the wild dogs
still lay sleeping in the shade. The lightest breeze carried the smell of the sea to my nostrils
and with it, images of yellow spires as tall as waves.
I shivered at the thought of the underwater city. I could not wait to put my task behind me.
But nobody answered my knocking, and I was about to leave, when someone above me
spoke:
“She’s no longer here.”
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And surely, up on the house, on the sheet of corrugated iron, sat a girl, no older than twelve
perhaps. A girl of the favelas, no doubt, dressed in summer clothing filthy with the dust of the
streets, her hair so short that she might have passed for a boy.
“She has moved?” I asked.
“In a sense,” said the girl and slid off the roof, her bare feet touching the ground as lightly as
ash from a fierce volcano. And now I saw that the dirt that had covered her clothes had not
touched the white of her skin. She looked up at me, and her eyes shone like the candles the
residents light for the goddess of the sea, with wisdom behind them no young eyes should be
able to express. “Maybe I can help you,” she said.
Her voice, as soft as graveyard air, made me want to run away. Such beautiful horrors lay in
those sounds. Such ancient tunes that had accompanied the rise and fall of empires.
All this compelled me to ask: “Have you heard of a city at the bottom of the ocean?”
“You mean Mrath,” she replied, not showing any hesitation. “The splendid city beneath the
waves where all things lose their name.”
“Mrath,” I repeated, finally putting a name to that monstrous nightmare. I rushed at the girl
and took her by the shoulders. “Quick, girl, can you show me how to find it?”
She did not struggle in my grip, did not raise her voice. “Maybe.”
“And help me destroy it, too?”
“Destroy it?”
“You call it splendid. But it is an evil thing, a place that devours. We must protect the world
from it.”
She smiled as one might at a child afraid of a spider. “I’ll take you there, and if you still want
to, I’ll destroy it for you.”
In any other situation, such words, spoken by a child, would have caused me to laugh. But
with a look at her face and the sincerity of her eyes, I believed her.
She led me to the beach, lying quiet still in the half-light. I removed my shirt and shoes and
emptied my pockets.
The girl waited. “You have to understand what you’re doing,” she said as I had placed
everything in the sand. “Do you?”
I could have told her of my experience, could have mentioned the nightmares. But I only
nodded, and to show my resolve, I waded into the ocean.
The sea welcomed us, without waves and cool from the night. We swam out until we had left
the shore behind. There the girl dove.
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With the unknown challenge ahead of me, I bade farewell to the land, to life itself. And then I
followed.
We went deep. I struggled to keep the girl in my sight in the ocean twilight. And just as I
thought I had lost her, she was illuminated by a glow coming up from the darkness of the
deep.
The spires, which had grown in numbers, had shed their dull yellow and shone brighter now,
a dazzling white. No more did they loom up like teeth; they had rounded, the edges gentle.
They were accompanied now by pillars not unlike those on Greek temples and domes like
those on cathedrals, and further in the distance, I saw towers, all of it bathed in a light like
hope itself.
Mrath. A splendid city indeed.
But how often had the devil appeared in a friendly form? Had not the sirens of the ancient
myths lured the sailors to their deaths with their beauty?
Determined, then, to end its abominable reign, I mimed to the girl beside me to destroy the
city.
She smiled a little, then, and pointed. Following her gaze, I saw distant figures floating by the
far-away structures. At first, I thought them fish, but as one came closer I saw that it was
indeed a person. But he could not have been a mere diver, for he was dressed in the attire of a
French nobleman, his body a shimmer, a memory of existence.
A woman came behind him, dressed in the garb of ancient Rome, soaring peacefully around a
group of pillars.
More and more emerged now, a multitude, mesmerising in their translucence. And all of their
faces showing such serenity no evil could mimic.
“Would you really destroy the city? A place they call their home?”
I do not know if the girl truly spoke to me or if it was merely the sound of my thoughts
disguised in her voice. It did not matter, for in this moment I saw amongst the floating
inhabitants of Mrath a woman closely resembling my mother’s friend. And accompanying
her – Dear God! – my own mother as she had been before the illness. The woman who had
stroked my hair and sung into my ear to lull me to sleep. And right behind her, my father, still
wearing his uniform, smiling with pride at the man I had become in such a short time.
My mother soared towards me, her face irradiated by tranquillity and peace. She came so
close that I could have touched her. How much I wanted to embrace her once more.
But I could not hold the air in any longer. I had to return to the surface.
When I saw the sky again, I looked about me. I had to tell the girl of the change that had
come over my heart. But she had disappeared.
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I saw her again many times after. Once, wrapped in a sari, she strolled amongst the women
washing their clothes in the Ganges. Once she smiled at me from the steps of the Eiffel
Tower. Her knowing eyes lingered for a moment as if showing recognition, and yet she never
stopped to speak to me, and I am happy to be patient.
One day she will surely approach me. And she will offer her hand. And on that day – may it
be many years from now – she will make me a proud citizen of splendid Mrath.
THE END
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BASTIANNA by Walter G Esselman
Anna Khan stopped walking just past the mouth of the alley. She should have kept moving.
‘Just keep walking,’ her mother had always said in that fretful voice. ‘In Katmandu
Michigan, you just keep walking, and maybe you stay alive. Maybe.’
But down that alley something terrible was about to eat a cat.
Frustrated—though mainly with herself—Anna turned back, and stomped down the alley.
The left side of the alley had been torn open, and in amongst the bricks were bags of money.
Anna did not care about that. She just hoped that it couldn’t see her shaking.
“Stop!” demanded Anna.
And it did. For one moment, the creature that called itself Mangator stopped. And it was
huge. The being did indeed resemble an alligator standing on two feet, but clad in flannel,
jeans and old work boots. The creature turned one dark, beady eye on Anna and regarded her.
She knew what it saw. A scrawny 5’5 Indian woman in a conservative skirt.
The creature looked at Anna in puzzlement. The black cat, for her part, was trying to bite
Mangator’s hand, but the cat could not begin to penetrate its skin.
“Let the cat go,” demanded Anna with as much force as she could muster. Working at the
museum did not prepare her for this. Even Dr. Riddo was a breeze compared to this.
Mangator blinked at her.
“Need snack,” said the creature simply, as if this fact explained it all.
“Well, you can’t have her,” snapped Anna. “You need to let her go. Now!”
Mangator’s brow bunched up at this high-level thinking, meanwhile the cat spat in its hands.
“Hungry,” said Mangator finally. It lifted the cat up to its waiting jaws.
Anna shot forward and slammed her 115-pound frame into the side of the creature. The
monster did not even flinch at the impact, but the movement had gotten its attention. With a
flick of its wrist, it tossed the cat aside.
Showing amazing speed, Mangator snatched up Anna’s arm. It swung her like a ragdoll
around the alley. Anna’s arm dislocated immediately before she hit the first wall. Something
fractured when she hit that wall, but Mangator yanked her back towards the opposite wall.
Anna felt her back break with that impact.
Surprisingly, she did not feel any pain. It was almost as if she were just a passenger in her
body as it was being mangled.
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Red lights bounced off the walls as a detective’s car stopped in the mouth of the alley.
Mangator let go of Anna who skidded across the ground. She came to a stop facing upwards
towards the heavens while the creature took off running.
After a moment, a detective, with his silver badge dangling around his neck, ran up to her. He
knelt next to her. A hand, with rich, dark skin, reached out towards her shoulder, but he froze.
Anna noticed that he was handsome with short, dark hair.
“I’m going to call an ambulance,” said Detective Kinshasa as he pulled out his phone. He
added regretfully. “But I’ve got to go after him.”
Kinshasa stood as he called for help, and then ran off after Mangator. Anna tried to say
‘okay’, but she could not form the words. Anna looked up at the peaceful, night sky. It was
bright without a cloud in the sky. Maybe I should close my eyes for just a moment, thought
Anna.
“I wouldn’t,” said a voice.
“Wah?” burbled Anna, who oddly had the presence of mind to scold herself for such a dimwitted response.
“If you close your eyes, you’ll die,” said the voice again. It was the cat. Talking. The cat
stood next to Anna’s face, and looked at her curiously. Disappearing from sight, the cat
walked around her body once, and then stepped up onto her chest.
Anna grunted softly in pain.
“Oh, don’t be such a kitten,” chided the cat. “Thanks to shock, you’re only feeling a gram of
the pain, instead of the full ten kilos.”
The cat laid in the middle Anna’s chest and wiggled her little cat butt to get more
comfortable. The cat’s green eyes stole the attention of Anna’s brown ones.
“Now whatever am I going to do with you?” asked the cat named Bast.

“Anna?” called out a voice. “Anna! Is that you?”
Anna blinked the sleep from her eyes. She looked up and saw the worried face of Dr. Mead,
who was rushing over. Mead, who was not that tall, seemed to tower over her. And the doctor
spoke so quickly, Anna could not process any of it.
As Anna attempted to get up, Mead held out her hand to stop her. To her surprise, Anna
realized that she was lying on a cool, tiled floor.
Dr. Mead, careful of her old knees, knelt down on the museum floor. She was an older
woman in crisp tan pants, even after a long day.
“What are you doing here?” asked Dr. Mead of Anna.
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“Where’s here?” asked Anna.
“The museum, of course,” said Dr. Mead suspiciously.
“Well, I do work here,” said Anna as she tried to figure out what the heck was going on. She
remembered something about an alley, and a monster.
“Specifically the floor of the Egyptian exhibit,” continued Dr. Mead.
Anna blinked and realized that she was indeed lying on the cool marble of the Egyptian
exhibit.
“I shouldn’t be on the floor,” said Anna who felt slightly embarrassed.
“Are you okay to move?” asked Dr. Mead. “I can get one of the security guards? Frank’s on
duty.”
Anna gently shifted her whole body, and everything seemed fine; kinda good actually.
“I’m good...I think,” said Anna. She turned over slowly, and got to her feet. As she
straightened up, her face twitched in pain.
“What’s the matter?” asked Dr. Mead quickly.
“Nothing,” said Anna. “Just a twinge in my back.”
Anna stretched a little, and felt the kinks disappear.
“Good, then now that we know you’re fine...” started Dr. Mead, who was still kneeling on the
floor. Her voice had turned rather embarrassed. “I do need some help up.”
“Oh! Of course,” said Anna as she quickly reached down and helped Dr. Mead to her feet.
“My traitorous knees,” grumbled the good doctor.
Anna looked around the Egyptian exhibit. It had been so bare two years ago, but now it was
elegantly crammed with marvellous artefacts. Her mind suddenly chimed in that someone
else was talking. She looked again at Dr. Mead.
“I’m sorry?” asked Anna.
“I said ‘where have you been’?” asked Dr. Mead.
“I don’t know what you mean?”
“You’ve been gone for over a week!”
“What?”
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“You left here last Tuesday night, and no one’s seen you since,” explained Dr. Mead more
slowly. “Where HAVE you been?”
“What?” asked Anna dumbfounded. Her hindbrain, while trying to figure this all out, did take
the time to scold her for another dumb answer. She shook her head as if to clear the cobwebs.
“I... don’t know. I just remember… something big...in an alley.”
“What were you doing in an alley?” asked Dr. Mead with motherly reproach.
“There was...there was a cat in trouble.”
Dr. Mead pursued her lips, but she cut off any further rebuke. “Oh...well in that case. Where
is the cat?”
“Um...” started Anna. She was thinking so hard that she started to wobble on her feet.
“I’m sorry,” said Dr. Mead immediately. “We should get you somewhere where you can sit
down. Do you want to go to my office, or your lab?”
“My lab,” said Anna.
“Then I’ll call Detective Kinshasa as soon as you are there,” said Dr. Mead.
“Who?” asked Anna.
“He was the one who saw you last,” said Dr. Mead. “He called an ambulance for you.”
Suddenly, Anna remembered him. The look of deep concern over his kind face.
“Handsome too,” whispered a voice.
“Did you hear that?” asked Anna to Dr. Mead.
“What dear?” asked Dr. Mead.
“Just thought I heard someone,” said Anna as she rubbed her temples.
“Well, that detective will be happy to see you,” said Dr. Mead. “I think he felt guilty for
leaving you when he went after Mangator. They got him you know?”
“Who?”
“Mangator,” said Dr. Mead. “The detective chased him into a street and Mangator got hit by
a bus.” Then a look of horror came over her face. “Oh no!”
“What?” asked Anna in a worried tone.
“It’s finally happened,” whispered Dr. Mead.
“What happened?” asked Anna.
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“I have officially lived in this city too long,” moaned Dr. Mead. “I don’t even think it’s odd
that there’s some monstrous creature running around that seriously calls himself ‘Mangator’.”
The older woman shook her head a little sadly. “Anyway...”
In her lab, Anna sank gratefully into her comfy chair. She had rescued the chair from a trash
bin, and it had repaid that debt ever since. Dr. Mead went out into the hall to call Kinshasa.
There was too much to process, so Anna decided to take a deep breath and relax. Her eyes
flitted over to the statue she had been restoring at her workstation. The statue was of a cat
proudly sitting up with just a hint of mischief in its eyes. Anna had spent the past day
working on cleaning it. Or was that last Tuesday now?
“You’re not crazy,” said that voice again. A woman. She could tell it was a woman.
Anna stiffened. “Whenever someone says, ‘You’re not crazy’, it’s usually a bad sign.”
“But in this case, it is true.”
“Who is this? This isn’t Linda is it? Did Ken put you up to this?”
“It’s not Linda.”
“Oh good,” said Anna as she looked up at the ceiling. “Can anyone just suddenly GET
schizophrenia?”
“I guess I need to show you more.”
Out of the corner of her eye, Anna noticed something odd about the statue. She looked, and it
seemed to shimmer for just a moment. Then it was fine. Except now there was an odd
shadow behind it. The shadow moved suddenly, and Anna gripped the arms of her comfy
chair. Behind the statue came a cat. The cat was mostly black, except for a white nose, chest
and the tips of her ears. And Anna knew that it was a female cat without knowing why.
“Thank you,” said the cat.
“You’re welcome,” ventured Anna uncertainly.
“I mean for your work on my statue,” said the cat nodding to it. “That’s why I was following
you that night.”
“I’m confused,” said Anna.
“Then let me start at the beginning,” said the cat, but she scrunched up her face. “Wait, that
will take too long. First, I am Bast.”
“The Goddess of Fertility,” said Anna automatically.
“You’ve heard of me,” preened the cat, Bast.
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“Well, I do work in a museum,” shrugged Anna almost apologetically.
“True,” admitted the cat, a little grudgingly. “But still, it’s good to be remembered.”
Bast sat up rather proudly.
“I was here last week when you tended to my statue that had gotten so, so dirty,” said Bast.
The cat took a moment to rub herself against the statue. “It’s one of my favourites. The cat
purred loudly, and her voice took on a saucy tone. “The sculptor’s hands were so, so
amazing.” Then she turned to Anna with heavy-lidded eyes. “So I followed you home trying
to think of a way to repay you.”
“So that was you I saw!” cried Anna.
“It wasn’t the first time someone tried to eat me,” said Bast. “And then you ended up helping
me again!”
“But...how...” started Anna when they heard voices coming close. Anna looked back at Bast,
but she was gone.
“But not forgotten,” purred a voice near her ear.
Before Anna could look around, Dr. Mead came in with Detective Kinshasa. He seemed to
fill the room, not only with his bulk, but his presence as well. While his shoulders were wide,
his hands were long and clever, like a pianist.
“Anna?” said Dr. Mead. Anna realized they had been talking as she had been staring. “Are
you alright?”
“She’s probably had a rough time,” said Kinshasa, in a deep, rich voice. He moved forward
slowly. “I’m just glad to see her alive.” Then he blinked at her.
“What?” asked Anna suddenly self-conscious. She was tempted to straighten her hair, and
only just managed to stop herself.
“You’re not even bruised?” whispered Kinshasa in surprise.
“Should I be?” asked Anna.
“When I last saw you in that alley...” started Kinshasa, and he struggled to find the right
words. “Well, it looked like Mangator had really hurt you. I was stunned when the ambulance
said you were gone. I didn’t think you could even move, much less walk off. What
happened?”
“Um, I don’t know,” admitted Anna. She gave a little shrug. “I don’t remember.”
“As I said, I found her on the floor in the Egyptian exhibit,” said Dr. Mead.
“How did…,” started Kinshasa when his phone rang. He looked at the ladies. “Pardon me.”
Turning, he took the call and wandered towards the door. “Kinshasa.” He listened for a
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moment. “You’re kidding. How?...Well, no matter. I’m with Ms. Khan.” He listened again. “I
will.” And he hung up the phone while turning back.
“Something wrong?” asked Dr. Mead.
“Right now, we need to get Ms. Khan someplace safer,” said Kinshasa.
“Is she in danger?” asked Dr. Mead.
“At Mangator’s bail hearing for the bank robbery, he said he blamed Ms. Khan for his getting
caught,” said Kinshasa.
“And they still let him out?” asked Dr. Mead in horror.
“Mangator has friends in the right places,” said Kinshasa darkly. He looked square at Anna.
“I need to keep you safe. Mangator was spotted nearby, and some police cars are in pursuit.”
“How did he know she was here?” asked Dr. Mead.
“I don’t know...yet,” said Kinshasa with a scowl. But his face softened when he looked at
Anna. “Will you come with me?”
“I guess,” said Anna. She tried to stand up, but wobbled a bit. Kinshasa caught her arm and
gave her enough support until she could stand on her own. “I’ve got my car out front.”
“Frank is on security detail,” said Dr. Mead as they moved through the offices toward the
front of the museum. “Should I call him?”
“That’s okay, but I’d have him walk you out tonight,” said Kinshasa with concern.
“Mangator can be unpredictable.”
They reached the front of the museum, and Dr. Mead looked around.
“That’s odd,” said Dr. Mead. “Frank was here when you walked in.”
Kinshasa led Anna towards the front doors of the museum. The double glass doors were
ornate bronze and steel painted with the darkness outside. Kinshasa still held Anna’s elbow in
case she wobbled again.
“Where are you taking her?” started Dr. Mead, and then she rolled her eyes in annoyance.
“Of course you can’t tell me that. But I need to know she will be safe.” And Dr. Mead ended
the sentence with steel in her voice. Kinshasa heard that, and he stopped to look at the doctor,
which made Anna stop.
“I’ll keep her...” started Kinshasa when he spied movement outside the doors. Something
appeared out of the darkness rocketing towards the door. Kinshasa pushed out with both
arms, and sent Anna stumbling in one direction and Dr. Mead in the other.
Mangator smashed through the double doors.
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Kinshasa raised an arm defensively and the creature barrelled into the police officer.
Mangator stumbled a little as the officer was thrown to the ground. But Kinshasa hit the floor
with a roll. He managed to hop up drawing his gun.
“Freeze, police,” demanded Kinshasa.
Mangator jumped forward and Kinshasa fired. The slug hit the creature in the shoulder, but it
did not even leave a bruise. Mangator was only thrown a little by the physics of the bullet.
The creature punched Kinshasa lightly in the chest, and the officer fell back gasping for air.
Out of the corner of his eye, the creature saw Anna. And Anna saw the wild, feral look in its
eye and ran away. Mangator was after her in a shot, but he paced himself. Some odd, exotic
scent wafted off of the running woman. The creature decided he had time to run her down
before he ate her.
Anna ducked into the Neanderthal section, and jumped up on to the main exhibit. She cut
across the fake grass and under a Woolly Mammoth skeleton. Distantly, Anna knew there
would be hell to pay if Dr. Riddo knew she had come near that exhibit. Dr. Riddo was very,
very territorial.
Luckily, Mangator went around the mammoth.
Anna looked at a spear in the hands of one of the Neanderthal statues and she wished it
wasn’t flimsy wood. Worse yet, the Medieval section, with all its arms and armour, was all
the way in the back of the building. She’d never make it there in time, she thought
despondently. Even if she did, she wasn’t sure a broadsword would make a difference.
“I was planning on broaching this idea more carefully,” piped up a cheerful voice. It seemed
to come from all around her.
“Who...?” started Anna when something shot towards her. Time seemed to slow down as she
saw the cat, Bast, rocketing towards her. Then the cat hit her in the chest, and yet seemed to
dissolve between her breasts. Anna was thrown backward through the air, and there was a
flash of brightness.
Suddenly, she twisted in mid-air and Anna dropped lightly onto the ground. She was on all
fours and pointed back the way she had come. Her tail twitched with anticipation.
Mangator walked through the door, and Anna leapt up. She jumped onto the creature’s head.
Lightly, she kissed him on his leathery brow and her black fuzzy tail tickled Mangator’s nose.
Jumping over the creature, Anna ran back through the Neanderthal exhibit as Mangator
sneezed.
Distantly, as she ran, a part of her was wondering why she felt so different. And why did she
have a tail? Anna was pretty sure she had never had a tail before.
Mangator roared in frustration. That pulled Anna’s attention back to problem at hand;
namely, not dying. The monster spun around and moved incredibly fast. Anna realized that
Mangator had been holding back.
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Sprinting out into the foyer, she saw Dr. Mead alive and well and heading towards her office.
Anna saw the smashed front door. First, she wanted this thing out of her museum. She headed
for the door and leapt out into the darkness. Bright lights blossomed, and a loud voice called
out.
“This is the police!” cried a voice through a megaphone. “Stop where you are!”
As lights tried to converge on Anna, she sprang sideways staying out from them. Mangator
reached the door and skidded to a halt. The lights immediately pounced on him. The creature
lifted a shovel-like hand to cover his eyes from the blinding light.
“There he is!” cried one of the police. “Freeze Mangator, or we’ll shoot!”
The creature roared at them. It turned and ran back into the museum out of sight.
Anna wanted to yell at the police, but she did not have time. She leapt back through the door
as the police called out to her. Mangator was running for the far end of the museum. Kinshasa
was trying to stand when he saw the creature running toward him. The officer spun his gun
around. He smacked the butt of the gun into the side of Mangator’s knee. The creature
howled and stumbled.
Jumping onto Mangator’s back, Anna tried to find purchase on his leathery skin. But the
creature grabbed her and threw Anna through a glass display of gift shop items. Kinshasa
went to hit Mangator again, but the creature backhanded him. As the officer fell, Mangator
moved off into the next exhibit of Colonial Times, but now sporting a pronounced limp.
Shaking off the glass bits like they were water, Anna pulled herself up. She sprang next to
Kinshasa and saw, to her relief, that he was breathing. But the hit from Mangator had taken
him out of the fight. Anna turned and tracked the creature through the museum. She hoped it
would leave out the back, so she could confront it outside. Anna saw it reach the back door,
which Mangator wrenched open. It took one step out when more light flooded the back door.
“Aw crap,” moaned Anna.
“There he is!” cried the officers out in back. “Police! Freeze!”
“Leave me alone,” roared Mangator. It turned back into the museum. In a blind rage,
Mangator began to smash suits of armour. It spied Anna and tossed a suit of horse armour at
her as well. Leaping up, Anna bounced off one wall, and then another. She was almost to a
side exit when she was hit in mid-air by another suit of armour.
Crashing first into the wall, and then smacking into the floor, Anna moaned softly. The world
swam by, and she just wanted to lay there. Distantly, she heard the police yelling and shots
ringing out. Mangator roared.
“Nap time’s over,” whispered Bast, but Anna could not see her. “Wakey-wakey.”
“Don’t wanna get up,” grumbled Anna.
“People are in danger,” said Bast sternly. “You need to get up.”
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Reluctantly, Anna pushed herself up. She looked towards the back door. Screaming
incoherently, Mangator ran out into the night. Part of Anna was happy it was out of her
museum, but another part knew that those cops were dead meat.
As she was standing, her hand settled onto a metal shield that was already slightly bent. She
sprinted out into the darkness where Mangator was trashing a police car. The police fired at
the creature, but the bullets just seemed to annoy Mangator. Turning to a nearby officer,
Mangator grabbed him by the arm. The limb snapped as the creature pulled him closer.
“Hey!” cried Anna. As Mangator turned, she leapt into the air. Swinging the shield, she
smacked the creature right in the snout. It cried out plaintively as it let go of the officer. Anna
moved on top of a cop car. She slammed the shield into the back of Mangator’s head. It
staggered.
“Hit’ em again!” cried Bast.
Anna hit the creature again and again until he fell forward unconscious. She dropped next to
it and her hard skipped. Anna feared she had killed it.
“Don’t worry little kitten, he will live,” whispered Bast soothingly. “Touch the back of his
head.”
Anna did as Bast asked and touched Mangator gently. Her hand glowed briefly, and Anna’s
eyes grew wide in surprise.
“He will have no permanent damage,” murmured Bast. “And since he was already asleep, I
was able to keep him asleep for the next few hours.”
“Thank God,” said Anna.
“Who are you?” demanded one of the officers, and lights played upon her.
“Time to leave,” suggested Bast.
Anna took off, still holding the bent shield. She ran back into the museum. Just after she
passed through what was left of the medieval room, she nearly ran over Officer Kinshasa.
Kinshasa was stumbling toward the gunfire when he came face to face with her. He looked
up and down, and then turned swiftly and studiously back to her eyes.
“Um, who...” started Kinshasa as Anna saw his look. She looked down at her chest.
She was topless!
Mortified, Anna pulled the shield in front of her and ran off.
“I’m topless,” cried Anna to Bast.
“Of course,” purred Bast with satisfaction. “And they look incredible.”
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Anna scrambled through the museum towards her lab. Maybe I have workout clothes there,
she thought when she stopped in front of a large mirror. Her jaw dropped. Standing where
Anna was, was a cat person. Black fur played over a cat’s face. Cat ears stuck up from her
head, and a tail swished behind her.
“I... I’m...” started Bastianna. And then everything went dark.

Anna woke with a start. She touched her face and found it was Anna’s face.
“You’re back to you,” said Bast. Anna looked over and saw the housecat lying nearby. “For
now.”
Anna looked around and saw that she was back in her little lab. She was curled up in her
dumpster chair.
“What happened?” asked Anna.
“We were joined for too long to begin with,” explained Bast. “And the shock of seeing us
together...well, it was a little much...”
“So we were...” started Anna.
“One,” said Bast. “And we did marvellous.”
Memories flooded back in. “I can’t believe I did that.”
“We did that,” said Bast.
“We...” started Anna.
“We can do great things,” said Bast.
“We were topless,” said Anna as a flush ran over her face.
“And we looked amazing,” beamed Bast.
“But it’s wrong,” said Anna.
“Pfft,” replied Bast. “That is only your weird upbringing talking. I was always topless back in
the Kingdom. There is nothing wrong with...”
“Anna?” called out a voice from the hall. Officer Kinshasa ran in breathlessly. Then his big
shoulders deflated as he saw her. “Don’t do that to me!”
“What?” asked Anna.
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“I was really worried that thing had gotten you,” said Kinshasa. Anna got up and stepped up
to him.
“What about you?” asked Anna. “It hit you like a ton of bricks.”
“Oh that...” started Kinshasa off-handedly. He started to shrug, and then he winced. Anna
reached out and almost touched him before hesitating. She did not want to hurt him.
“I might hurt a little,” he grudgingly admitted.
“Then you need to rest,” said Anna. “And probably food first. When was the last time you ate
a proper meal?”
“I am a little hungry,” admitted Kinshasa. “But I have reports to fill out, but I wanted to find
you first.”
Anna grinned inwardly.
“Say I kidnapped you,” suggested Anna.
Kinshasa grinned.
“My captain might just believe that.”
Anna moved him towards the door.
“Bring me back some crispy bacon,” whispered a voice behind them.
Kinshasa started to turn around. “What was that?”
“That was your stomach talking,” said Anna as she kept him moving. She gave a quick
glance back, and Bast lay against her little statue with a content look.
“Later,” mouthed Anna.
And Anna did bring back an order of crispy bacon worthy of a goddess.
THE END
Schlock! Presents: Ghostlands
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PAST MISTAKES by Stephen Whitehouse
The slate grey rain fell in sheets softening the contours of the buildings along Žitná Street;
washing away any colour remaining and shifting in the harsh February wind. To Georg the
flowing sheets of rain made the buildings appear to shimmer and contort, the landscape
bending around him, twisting through the rain swept windows of the tram. Slowly the thin
glass misted, and the street took on the appearance of a fog bound city with mere shadows of
men darting to and fro their large black umbrellas reduced to smudges of pale charcoal.
His stop came into view and he debated whether to leave the musty warmth of the tram or
not. He half smiled to himself considering that such a great undertaking could be thwarted by
the weather before launching himself into the street almost giddy with anticipation. The cold
slap of rain across his face could not lessen his mood as he strolled almost nonchalantly down
Štěpánská and to the little café where he had first met Květa all those months ago. Even from
across the avenue Georg could see her seated in the grubby window.
Her blonde hair seemed to spill out like liquid over the dark gabardine Macintosh she
constantly wore, the café was notoriously cold. He imagined her dark beret placed neatly as
always besides the empty plate of Knödel, fried dumplings, and gravy, as always. A shadow
moved beside her, and Georg felt his heart sink in disappointment. Piotr sat with her, a
shallow, sickly looking man of indeterminate age who insisted in becoming involved in their
‘great adventure’. Even from that distance he recognised Piotr’s thin frame and angular
features.
Before he could move a handful of Czech troops sauntered by; arrogance flowing from them
like smoke from a fire. Laughing and joking they pushed past the citizens going about their
livelihoods and stopped before the café. Georg felt his breath freeze in his chest and
Štěpánská Street faded into the background. His complete attention was upon the soldiers.
Ever since Dubček had been elected First Secretary in January Prague had become taut with
rumour and gossip. Hope had come to the young and some even spoke of a revolution against
the Soviets. Květa and the others had even considered halting this experiment but too many
lies had been spoken and many more dreams broken for anyone to fully trust in the future.
Let the revolution come. If they were successful today all of this would pass. The army, no
doubt at the behest of the Soviets, had placed more troops on the streets but Georg would
bring revolution from elsewhere; reform from outside of everything.
The soldiers moved on still emanating their casual arrogance, but Georg was merely relieved,
letting his breath out in one long exhalation, seeing it ghost and twist in the cold air. He
allowed a small delicate smile to play across his lips; no matter how many soldiers they
placed between him and the café; no matter that Piotr sat next to the woman he was falling in
love with; all of these paled against the auspiciousness of the day. Twenty years ago this very
day the Second World War had finished in Europe.
Across the continent people would be celebrating; talking to and listening to their veterans;
gorging themselves on their freedoms whilst in Czechoslovakia, as across most of the Soviet
owned territories, the mood would be more sombre. Freedom had been won from the Nazis
that much was true but other freedoms, other lives had been lost. A weak Germany had begun
that futile war and a strong Russia had completed it, annexing their homeland amongst others.
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He could not be sad though, remembering as he did that this may well be the day of their
freedom. 1968 would go down in history; or perhaps not. That was the thing about what they
were about to try. If he succeeded no one would ever know. Even Georg himself if Piotr were
to be believed. The dour Slovak always had some negative to add to their enjoyment;
possibly due to some distant Hungarian ancestry. But he would not dampen Georg’s spirits;
not today. Not at this time.
Georg hurried across the street nipping in between black and grey Škodas and Tatras rattling
along the worn tarmac; the drivers huddled down in the February gloom looking their part
with black coats and grey faces. This made him want to laugh and he almost burst into the
café slamming the door against the nearest chair leg with an exclamation.
Maria looked up from behind the counter, but a look of disinterest masked her face when she
saw it was Georg. She returned to her novel, badly hidden amongst today’s newspaper, some
trashy western thing as Maria tried to extend her English. Georg wondered what it was about
the café that fermented such dissention; even the two elderly men sat at the back openly
moaned about the food shortages and the heavy-handiness of the police. Had they all been
drawn here by some sprite, some memory of a Slavic past now forgotten?
Before he had time to consider Květa was waving to him, as if he could ever miss that golden
waterfall in the dim interior. He sat opposite a frisson of electricity running through his body
as one of her long legs brushed idly against his. Somehow the café felt colder within than
without and he indicated to Maria that he would have a tea, strong and black. The sugar held
in a small cracked dish had seen better days, better months most likely, but he spooned four
heaps into the narrow china cup and stirred vigorously waiting for the cold to seep from him.
Piotr leant forward and spoke first. “Have you taken the last of the medicine?”
“Of course. Vile as it was I finished the dosage this morning before dawn.” Georg answered
as magnanimously as he could; trying to appear larger in Květa’s eyes than he really felt. The
chemicals had all the allure of cleaning fluid and tasted just as badly as they had smelt.
Piotr’s eyes darted first left and then right seeking some phantasm. “Good. Good.” He replied
absently. “You have the map?” He tapped the side of his head. “Here?”
“Yes; and the times and the dates.” He was about to say, ‘if I end in an unfamiliar place’ but
thought better of it. This date had brought forth freedom for Europe twenty years ago and
would do so again for his own people, and hopefully others. “I am as ready as I will ever be.”
Even as he spoke Georg felt a heaviness fall upon him; the enormity of what he was about to
do suddenly rose like a cliff face; a granite abyss, miles wide and hundreds of yards high. He
fought back the taste of bile and tried to focus on the task at hand, that and Květa.
She smiled as though her role in today’s endeavour had been minor when in truth it was her
resolve and mathematics that had made it all possible. It was her vision and mind that had
created this opportunity. He was merely the vessel; the container of their hopes. The end point
of a thousand days of calculations and experiments; false starts and dead ends. Three years
that had led them from the classroom to the café; this café.
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“Then we are ready,” the thin man said standing. “Come; there is a room above here. Maria
rents it by the hour.” He smiled only with his lips, his eyes remaining cold and dead. “We
have it for the morning.”
Georg wondered at first of the wisdom in starting here in the café but when he reached the
room he fully understood. The window was bare and ill-fitting; cold February air blustered its
way in making the sparse room feel colder than the streets from which the air had come. The
space was filled with a large wrought iron bedstead on top of which a thin, grime encrusted,
mattress lay. Worn sheets, barely recognisable as white, were roughly tucked in and the night
stand had a plethora of marks, burns and cuts, etched upon its surface. The air, despite the
input from outside, tasted stale and heavy with sweat and bile; the sense of human loss and
deprivation hung in the torpid air. This was a place that was rented by the hour with no
questions asked.
Georg found himself nodding at the thought; if I die then it will appear as if I was just another
junkie. If he died! No one knew what was to happen. Piotr considered it likely that none
would be the wiser. That Georg would return to this very world, this present, but that
elsewhere another Prague would exist. A Prague where their efforts had changed history. Piotr
spoke of little else now that the work was almost complete.
A paradox he said; if the man returns to see what difference he has made. What if he effects
his own past? After all Georg was about to slide along a genetic path directly into his
grandfather. What if he managed to get his grandfather killed? What if he created a different
path for the man who then went on to not sire his father? Georg cleared his mind of Piotr’s
concerns. Whether it was this or another world changed today would see the effects of the
Soviet invasion stopped.
He lay down on the thin mattress as Květa prepared the final injection. Rolling up his sleeve
he felt the icy breath of wind from the dusty window. She wrapped thin rubber tubing around
the top of his arm and flicked at his veins.
“Will this take long?” Piotr asked looking nervously out of the window; as if it were to be his
mind set free from the present and sent hurtling into the past.
“Once I find a vein; no, it will not.”
Georg suddenly recalled that Květa was a mathematician primarily and had dabbled only in
chemistry to further her studies. Piotr had brought theoretical physics to the equation and
Georg had brought a smattering of understanding, encouragement but mostly his lineage. A
grandfather living in Germany in 1933. Even now he wondered if Květa’s desire to bed him
had more to do with that then his looks. He felt a sudden stab and heard Květa mutter to
herself. A second stab of the needle was followed by growing warmth along his arm which
eventually filled his body.
“This should target the correct pleiotropic genes to activate the event.” Květa said softly
holding his hand gently in hers.
“And I shall become my grandfather?” Georg asked, suddenly feeling less confident than
earlier.
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“The psychotropic drugs that Piotr has supplied should free your consciousness from this
body and attach it to the activated genes, those genes that have come directly from your
grandfather.”
Květa had theorised that much of the ‘junk’ DNA was in fact coded information arising from
each generation. Find the correct code and theoretically it should be possible to slide back
along your own genes and into an ancestor’s life.
“It is these genes which will enable you to commune across the decades with your
grandfather,” she continued.
“I will become my grandfather,” he said bluntly.
“You will travel back in time and still retain your own memories. Hopefully the outcome of
your arrival will subdue your grandfather’s consciousness.” She bit her bottom lip unwilling
to say any more. Over the past three years her work had grown from supposition to a more
nuanced vagueness. The ability of a person’s mind to travel along their own genetic pathway
back to a multiple of ancestors had coalesced out of a number of thought studies she had ran
but by itself nothing was provable; and if today worked it may still remain unprovable. Or he
would end up a gibbering shell of a man found by the police upon this very bed. If’s and buts
now ruled his world.
Georg placed a hand over Květa’s. Colours had begun to flow into each other and he wanted
her to understand that he...

The white echoed in his head; pale shadows singing their darkness to the skies below.
Without moving Georg’s perspective altered. The shape before him shifted back until he
could see across the universe into next orange. Life became a thing of such beauty that its
appearance as a shabby chair brought tears to his eyes. He understood what it meant to sit on
life; to feel the rough-hewn threadbare seat buckle beneath you.
Flowers as metaphors and concepts as bricks revealed truths he instantly forgot as each new
sight brought other wonders. The white shadows wrapped around him, a thought caught in an
instance of ecstasy, and he felt time rush away in all directions and none. He remained whilst
the universe settled around him. New patterns set in rocks only seconds old and yet holding
the remains of the universe before ours. He saw the surface of the universe gleaming like a
silver puddle and somehow, he sensed that for one second he was afloat far away from the
surface and then he was mere millimetres; and yet neither he nor the universe appeared to
move and the scene that he looked out over changed not one wit.

Georg woke from something that was less than sleep. He was standing, shakily, and the world
felt and looked different. There were trees and the ground underfoot was sodden with rain.
The world smelt of loom and with a freshness unheard of in Prague. He tentatively moved an
arm and the world shifted ill at ease with itself. As he turned his head Georg understood that
it was his body that was at fault; or rather not his body.
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His grandfather must have been smaller than Georg because he felt smaller, some hesitant
shift in perception which echoed loudly in his mind. And the way this body moved felt odd.
He tried a few more steps knowing that for all intents and purposes he looked like a lamb
trying to keep upright in the minutes after birth.
Finally he felt able to stand without support. He looked around but could see nothing
recognisable, other than trees. He could be anywhere; anytime even. All he could do for now
was walk forward and hope to come across some sign that would help him decipher where
and when he was. It was winter, or at least the weather was cold here. His breath frayed in the
breeze and his feet, wrapped in cold damp cloth and swaddled in ill-fitting leather boots, were
freezing as he slowly became acclimatised to this body.
That at least was a good sign. He needed it to be February 1933 and the signs around him
certainly indicated that it was sometime around winter. He pulled a worn linen coat close and
decided to continue the way he was facing. He would either end up at his grandfather’s work
place or the nearest town. As he walked he became used to the lingering effect that dragged
on his grandfather’s body. It was as if this physical form reacted a fraction of a second after
his thoughts; as though some discussion had occurred during which a decision whether to
agree or not had taken place. He placed his feet thus so and seemingly a life-time later they
agreed to do so. But by the time he arrived at the ribbon of shops he had almost forgotten its
effect.
The shops sold a number of things; farming equipment and farm goods; eggs and milk,
pasteurised or not. Oil and petrol alongside services any decent farming community needed.
Mechanics sat next to dentists who slumped against veterinary services who shared their
space with apothecaries.
Georg was unsure who his grandfather would know and whom he knew only in passing but
he could now pinpoint his location, the map formed in his mind served him well. From here
his next step was towards Berlin. He darted behind the row of shops and business’ and was
heartened to see two cars waiting, both fairly ‘modern’, at least for this era. Germany at this
time was still agrarian and people still travelled by horse or even ox in the country. He had no
wish to travel into the centre of Berlin on an ox; at the very least it would draw attention to
him.
He had spent a week memorising how to start various cars with twists of metal or cut wires
but in the end, it was simply the country way of life that aided him. Keys sat idly in both
vehicles a sure sign of the past that everyone harked back too. If either had a gauge to
indicate how much petrol remained, he could not find it; he barely recognised both cars as
Horches and beyond that he was lost.
Instead he chose the oldest deciding that it would be worth the lesser of the two. The engine
started first time and he quickly looked around to see if anyone was watching before pulling
out from behind the shops and heading into Berlin some twenty miles away.
The journey was thankfully brief and without incident, the ancient car operating much like its
more modern counterparts under the Soviet Union; basic and grudgingly with clunky gears
and solid mechanics. Georg was in Berlin by mid-morning and he abandoned the car to its
fate in Charlottenburg along the Otto-Suhr-Allee. He found a vendor selling papers and
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hurriedly confirmed the date. It was February the first 1933. Georg felt a pang of excitement
and regret co-mingled. Soon their plan would reach fruition but now the most dangerous
section was to come.
He went through the events of the day again, recalling each incident as history, for him, had
recalled it. Hitler was working upon his Proclamation to the German nation somewhere
within the Chancellery; writing and rewriting his speech for that night. — ‘More than
fourteen years have passed since the unhappy day when the German people, blinded by
promises from foes at home and abroad, lost touch with honour and freedom, thereby losing
all. Since that day of treachery, the Almighty has withheld his blessing from our people.’—
Scraps of paper held his thoughts and ideas but even after lunch he still had no real draft to
work with. Frustrated he would leave the Chancellery to walk through the Tiergarten hoping
for inspiration. There he would be alone; without his guards; vulnerable.
Georg felt for the knife within his pocket whilst glancing around nervously. It was nearly one
and the chancellor would begin his frustrated walk at 1.33pm reaching the most secluded part
of the park at 2.07pm precisely. Georg increased his pace swerving through packs of
Berliners as they promenaded in the bright February sun. His mind raced alongside his walk.
Thoughts echoing out as each step brought him closer.
After this day’s events Germany would pause and lose its way. A weaker Germany would
allow the Russians to expand when war inevitably came and by 1948 they had all but lost; the
Americans joining their British allies upon finishing their own war in the east by ‘46. Europe
was carved up and his own land became part of the communist expansion; his people now
held captive by ideology and fear. A different, stronger, leader could have held the Russians at
bay. Could have kept his people free; and if all went well today he would bring about that
regime change so desperately needed.
He reached the western side of Tiergarten at 1.48pm. He felt his body shake involuntarily as
the emotion of the coming event seeped backwards into his soul. He knew that he need not
necessarily kill the man but who knew what may happen if he was allowed to live? To kill in
the name of thousands; that had been a motif of the last war. Better a hundred die now to save
a thousand, or tens of thousands in some distantly vague future. But Georg had seen this
‘future’. He had lived it and knew of the cruelty that bubbled unheeded beneath its surface.
To kill one man but free a million from fear? Was that a price he was willing to pay?
He waited between the tall elm trees. A man strode purposely deep in thought a large grey
overcoat hiding his uniform. He was average height, around five feet nine inches and even
with a cap pulled down over his face Georg knew who he was. He stepped forward hesitant,
waiting. Suddenly there was movement from his right and a burly man with reddish hair
stumbled out a luger in his hand.
Georg almost froze. To see Mark Lange up close to hear him as he gave his famously addled
speech about the ‘gas-chambers’; ‘the horrors you will impose’ and ‘I have come back to
make amends’, — confusing for a generation of people until the end of the Second World
War and the realisation of what occurred—was electrifying. He had to physically push
himself forward willing his grandfather’s body into action. With two steps he was at Lange’s
side. He brought up his knife and forced it up and into the larger man’s side keeping the
pressure on so as to push Lange aside and away from the Chancellor. The gun went off, but
Georg could see that the bullet had finished in the dirt yards away from Hitler.
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He drew the knife back and thrust it into the man again, falling over him as Lange collapsed
in a bloody heap. Georg lay alongside the dying assassin and smiled. History would be
changed; the world would be different now that he had killed Hitler’s assassin. The
Chancellor would now live and so the possibility that he would become a great leader, a
Fuhrer, able to lead a strong Germany. Georg felt his mind slipping away back to his own
present and he felt peace, knowing that he would enter a different kind of spring in Prague in
1968.
THE END
Cyrus Song
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THE EYE OF HORUS by Dustin Daugherty
“Dogs do not belong in cages,” Sergio said, gesturing a thick hairy hand across the row of
kennels, “Armenians do.”
And he laughed a deep belly Santa Claus kind of ho-ho-ho. No one else laughed and most
looked confused or mildly offended. The stout Argentinian-Israeli tugged up his trousers and
walked through the gaggle of Ohioans, parting them gently, and sauntered up the stone path
to the backyard barbecue area.
“What the hell is an almeenian?” Aunt Lisa asked me, “some kind of cat or something?”
The afternoon sun was boiling the humid Carolina air and I was too full of hotdogs and beer
and potato salad to care so I shrugged and followed big sweaty Sergio back to the party.
Behind me my father-in-law was restarting his rudely interrupted point about the challenges
of breeding grey hounds.
Sergio’s brown button-up short sleeve was soaked in a dark v starting at his shoulders and
coming to a point just above his ass. He tottered along not unlike a penguin, but with big
swinging gorilla arms. He seemed to me a stereotype of a Greek pawn shop owner, but he
was apparently nothing of the sort. From what I had heard from my sister, he was ex-IDF,
having emigrated from his native Argentina to Israel in the 70s, but now he was a defence
contractor based in the US somehow.
The family barbecue was in full middle-class party mode. Bud Lights were starting to be
glugged instead of sipped. People were tossing little cloth bags of beans at wooden boxes
with holes cut in the tops. Children of varying age were breaking all kinds of croquet rules.
No one was using the volleyball net.
I dragged my dehydrated self up the hill and followed Sergio over to the cluster of beer and
soda coolers. He lifted the lid and grabbed two Bud Lights with one hand. He turned to me
and smiled and gestured with this wide face toward a vacant picnic table. I scored myself two
beers and followed the man knowing I was too sleepy for any meaningful conversation,
especially considering the challenge of the South American Jew’s incomprehensible accent.
“Your sister is a strong lady,” Sergio said as we sat ourselves on opposite benches.
“Oh yeah,” I said, “You do not want to piss her off.”
“I think Austin is a good man for her. He is quiet and patient,” he laughed in a much more
friendly and sincere manner than before with the Armenian thing.
“God help him.”
“Are you religious?” he asked.
“Oh no,” way too tired, “Not into all that.”
“Me also,” Sergio said, “I used to believe in God, but after you see much death and hatred it
becomes very hard.”
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“So were you a soldier?” I asked, feeling suddenly less lethargic.
“Yes, I fought my first battle in 1973, and many more after that. Seems so long ago. Now,
though, I think you have to make your life here on this Earth as good as possible. Make some
money, love some women, drink some wine,” he swallowed half of a can of beer squeezing it
like an athlete with a water bottle.
“Wow, so what do you do now, exactly?” I asked.
He looked at me with glittery child-like eyes and a crooked smile, so half his bushy black
moustache pointed diagonally downward and the smile-half pointed straight out horizontally.
“Construction,” he said, “Do you need a job?”
“No no,” I laughed, “Well yes, but not in the Middle East, man.”
“You would like this. You should see the world. Meet a nice Israeli girl,” he grinned fully
this time, “Or maybe a Muslim. They do whatever you say, you know?”
“I don’t know about that, Sergio,” I swilled some beer and prodded further, “So what do you
construct in Israel?”
“Condos mostly. I remember this one girl, Egyptian, I met back then. She was beautiful and
mysterious, and she came into our Kibbutz. Do you know Kibbutz? It is like a village and
everyone is working together and shares, you know? Well, I think her name was Madi or
Maggi maybe. She was hungry and said she was escaping from Egypt and from Islam and all
that. She was very willing to do anything, you know?”
“Yeah, I think I get it.”
Sergio was silent for a moment and rocked gently on the wooden bench apparently
fantasizing about Madi or Maggi. My sister’s boyfriend’s mother, Sergio’s wife, waddled up
behind him and tapped him gingerly on his meaty shoulder.
“Honey, there is a strange man here to see you. He said his name is Bob and he has business
with you. Why would he come here?”
Sergio looked blankly into the thick blue sky.
“I will take care of this,” he said, pushing himself up from the picnic table. He penguintoddled off toward the big craftsman house, mumbling and rubbing the top of his head.
“It was so nice of you all to invite us,” Sergio’s wife, Mary, said. She smiled awkwardly and
walked away to trail her husband.
I was sleepy and gassy and hot. Beer was mixing with hotdog buns in a very uncomfortable
way in my guts, like a vinegar baking soda kind of reaction that refluxed burps up through
my oesophagus every dozen seconds or so. I felt like lying down, but knew from experience
that this just traps the awful bubbles in the stomach until you start moaning and rolling
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around and pretty soon you are face down sticking your ass up in the air and the farts come
full force with you hope not too much actual substance. You cannot fight it. You willingly
put this garbage in your body consequences be damned. My plan was to keep drinking beer
and stay upright and eventually take a monster dump in one of the in-laws nice and tidy guest
bathrooms and then probably nod off on the couch in front of some kind of terrible reality
TV.
There was a disturbance near the house. People were shouting, one of whom was
unmistakably Sergio. I could not understand what he was saying but the other main voice was
swearing very clearly and the word “money” echoed into the rolling South Carolina hills over
and over. “My money” is what he was yelling and of course no one wants to hear that yelled
in any situation so the entire party kind of stopped to calculate.
From where I and most of the party were situated, this unhappy exchange was happening
around the corner of the house, probably as best we could tell, in the front driveway or the
road leading up to the property. Mary could also be heard chiming “What?” and “Who?”
from the hidden dispute, and now several men were moving toward the sounds of
unpleasantness. Among these men was my father-in-law, James, who is a tall ex-Detroit-cop
and gun enthusiast and something of an enforcer type personality. There was no doubt that he
was concealing and carrying. So, I found the inner strength to lift my inflated body from the
table and join the crowd advancing on the noisy scene.
The man with whom Sergio was arguing was very tall and lanky. More than lanky. His arms
and legs were unnaturally long. His pants were several inches too short for his stems, and he
was a full head taller than Sergio. His arms and face had a yellow-olive green tint, and his
whole manner and physiology resembled a giant mantis. He was thrusting the two-finger
muzzle of his gun-shaped hand into Sergio’s chest with every other syllable. His brown
fedora seriously had a feather in it. He did not seem like the kind of guy who applied any
irony in his personal appearance choices.
“I know you have it,” said the mantis.
“Not here. Why would I have it here?” Sergio replied.
“Look here, sir,” James interjected, “Is there some kind of problem?”
“Not your problem,” the mantis spat and then returned his glower to Sergio, “You have
twenty-four hours, friend.”
“Fine, fine. No problem,” Sergio said.
The mantis man sidled back to his red Nissan. The party goers were all whispering theories
and James was gently trying to get an explanation from Sergio. The latter did not feel like
explaining and raised his hands to demonstrate that the whole affair was really very
unimportant and forgettable so please forget about it. The Nissan had a dark blue license plate
from I guessed New York maybe.
As I walked back toward the beer coolers I began processing my own theories. Obviously,
Sergio was into something illegal. Drugs? Weapons? Stolen art? I wondered if I could get
him drunk enough to tell me and wondered how much booze it would take to get someone
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with such a monstrous cardiovascular system drunk enough. Beer would likely not work. I
knew James had some Scotch, but we did not really have the kind of relationship where I
could just go raid his liquor without some kind of invitation. This would prove unnecessary
however, because not long after the mantis guy left, Sergio told me.
“Here,” he said holding out a wad of cloth in his palm. Partially wrapped up in the cloth was
a black sphere about this size of a golf ball and the texture of glass.
“What the hell is that, like a gem or something?”
“The Black Eye of Horus,” Sergio said soberly.
“And this tall guy wants it or…”
“He paid me to find it,” he said staring hard at the stone, “I am thinking now that I can sell it
for more than he paid. Much more. Problem is that he knows I have it. Someone told him so
now I cannot give him back his money and keep it.”
“Tell him you got a better offer.”
“I do not think that will work in this case. Will you hold on to it for me?”
“What? No. Why? Is it stolen?”
“It has been stolen many many times. I need you to keep it for a week while I make some
arrangements. They will never guess that you have it.”
“Who is they? I really do not want to get involved in this weird shit, Sergio. Didn’t that guy
say you had 24 hours?”
“I will give you a thousand dollars. Five hundred now and five hundred when I take it back.
One week. Maybe less.”
“Whoa, well that is pretty easy money,” I said quietly, “I want at least ten thousand since this
thing is so valuable, right?”
“I will find somebody else,” Sergio closed his hand around the stone.
“Okay, okay, two thousand and I’ll do it.”
“Deal. Do not worry about that man. I will take care of him,” Sergio said with a smile.

My wife and I spent the night in the guest room, and though we have a very healthy and
honest relationship, I decided not to tell her until Sergio took the thing back. I knew she
would not approve and would worry about it and I could just tell her that I kept it from her for
her own safety. While my wife was in the bathroom, I shoved the wad of cloth and stone into
my shoe and immediately passed out as my bloated body sunk into the bed.
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I dreamed I was standing on a stone ledge high above an endless desert of white sand. The
sky swirled chaotically in fiery red and orange and the air pulsed with the slow beat of
thousands of deep timpani drums. On the white plain below was a horde of giants. They were
bald and naked grey-skinned humanoids with solid black where eyes should be, and they
were all staring up at me with their mouths open. I suddenly realized my wife was beside me,
naked and radiant. Her hair was very long and glowing and her beautiful face smiled lovingly
into mine. The drums stopped, and their echo rang out into the wasteland. A shadow appeared
in the sky above and grew into a monstrous winged creature approaching our balcony. It was
an electric blue bird the size of a 747 and it hovered in the sky before us. It shrieked, and I
felt my heart tear out of my chest in an orgasmic release like my tormented soul was finally
being liberated.
I awoke soaked in sweat and panting and staring into the concerned face of my wife.
“You screamed,” she said.
“I just had a crazy dream,” I said between breaths, “You were there and this giant bird and a
bunch of giant zombies or something.”
“Oh shit,” she said, “I dreamed about the exact same thing. We were on a balcony above the
giants in the desert and this big blue bird flew out of the sky and screamed at us.”
“Yeah! That’s crazy.”
“It must be from a movie we watched recently,” she said laughing, “I guess we are soul
mates.”
She kissed me and rolled over to go back to sleep. I went to the bathroom to expel a gallon of
urine and to search for headache medicine or hopefully something stronger. I was still
somewhat drunk and did not give much thought to the dream or anything else. I found an
expired bottle of cough syrup with codeine in the cluttered medicine cabinet and was not
disturbed by any more giant birds for the rest of the night.
Sergio called me late morning while I was occupied with a bowl of corn flakes, so I let it go
to voicemail.
“It is Sergio. Just calling to check on you,” he said, “I hope all is well. I expect to be seeing
you very soon. Give me a call later if you are free.”
I finished my breakfast and half-heartedly helped my wife clean up from the party while her
parents were at church. It was not long before the corn flakes reactivated the angry gurgling
in my stomach and I had to retire to the toilet. While I was atoning in the bathroom, the
doorbell rang. My wife was in the backyard searching for abandoned plastic cutlery and beer
cans and evidently did not hear it. It rang once more. By the time I was free from the
commode, the visitor was gone, but there was a pamphlet stuck in the screen door handle. It
was a typical Jehovah’s Witness deal showing a happy multicultural group of people engaged
in various activities in a verdant countryside, including feeding berries to bears and petting
lions. Across the top the words “Life in a Peaceful New World” were printed and on the back
was a short explanation of how God wants his children to live in harmony and whatnot. The
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only oddity was a crudely drawn eye in the middle of the blue sky of the peaceful new world.
I tossed the pamphlet on the kitchen table and went for a fourth cup of coffee.
Sergio called me again in the afternoon while I was at the grocery.
“Where is it?” he asked.
“In my pocket safe and sound.”
“Good,” he said, “I have a buyer and I need you to meet me tonight.”
“Awesome. Can we do it like nowish?”
“Yes, yes. Where are you?”
He agreed to meet me in the grocery store parking lot in 30 minutes, which was 20 minutes
longer than I needed for shopping, so I picked up a Budweiser tallboy to drink while I waited.
I had only just cracked it open when someone knocked on my driver side car window causing
me to startle and spill beer on my lap.
“God dammit, Sergio!” I cursed.
“Get out of the car,” said a low monotone voice that clearly lacked a South American accent.
On the other side of the window was a large bony hand wearing several large shiny rings with
a loud Hawaiian shirt for a backdrop.
“What? Why?” I stammered.
“Get out of the car.”
“Fuck that,” I said, fumbling to fit the key into the ignition.
The window shattered crisply as an aluminium baseball bat passed through it and into the
side of my head. I was confused, and my ears were ringing, but I could clearly tell that I was
being dragged harshly out of the car onto the cold dirty asphalt. The beer can fell heavily and
fizzily at my feet and strong sharp fingers were probing my damp pockets.
“Here it is,” the monotone voice said without emotion.
The television static in my eyes was fading and I could make out a dark figure looming far
above me. It was holding the black stone out in front of its face.
“Hey. Hands up!” a voice yelled.
The tall Hawaiian shirted man started to hum in an impossibly deep register, like the throat
singing to which my pot head friends occasionally force me to listen. The humming now
turned to chanting and the tall man was holding the stone up to his own forehead.
“I said hands up!”
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There was a bright blue flash above me and then several gun shots. Something small and hard
fell to the pavement near me and rolled away and the tall man was kneeling beside me,
moaning and coughing. There were more gunshots and police sirens and several men and
women were screaming. The tall man was searching the ground with his hands and
mumbling, and then he crawled away on his hands and feet like a frightened animal.
“Steve, put down your weapon,” a voice said over a loud speaker.
I staggered to my feet to see several police officers training their firearms on another very
erratic looking policeman. Even at a distance, I could see his eyes bulging and his mouth
hanging open in terror. There was a large woman rolling around on the pavement screaming
and a small child lying motionless in a pool of blood.
“Stay back, you fucking monsters!” the crazed officer screamed.
“Listen, Steve,” a female officer said moving toward the wild-eyed man, “Put the gun down.”
“No!” he shrieked and fired one shot at the police woman followed by the clicks of an empty
chamber as the other police officers opened fire with deadly force.

After giving the police a statement that some weirdo in a Hawaiian shirt brained me and tried
to rob me and then I did not know what the hell happened, the EMTs released me with a mild
concussion and I went home without a driver side window to tell my wife the same story. I
did not look for the stone and I did not see Sergio. A couple of hours later he called me, and I
did not answer.
“I heard what happened,” he said on the voicemail, “I am sorry to get you involved in this.
They have the stone now, so obviously I cannot pay you the rest of our agreement. Please do
not discuss this with anyone. I hope you are okay. Good bye.”
THE END
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THE VENGEANCE OF NITOCRIS by Tennessee Williams
I. Osiris Is Avenged
Hushed were the streets of many peopled Thebes. Those few who passed through them
moved with the shadowy fleetness of bats near dawn, and bent their faces from the sky as if
fearful of seeing what in their fancies might be hovering there. Weird, high-noted
incantations of a wailing sound were audible through the barred doors. On corners groups of
naked and bleeding priests cast themselves repeatedly and with loud cries upon the rough
stones of the walks. Even dogs and cats and oxen seemed impressed by some strange menace
and foreboding and cowered and slunk dejectedly. All Thebes was in dread. And indeed there
was cause for their dread and for their wails of lamentation. A terrible sacrilege had been
committed. In all the annals of Egypt none more monstrous was recorded.
Five days had the altar fires of the god of gods, Osiris, been left unburning. Even for one
moment to allow darkness upon the altars of the god was considered by the priests to be a
great offense against him. Whole years of death and famine had been known to result from
such an offense. But now the altar fires had been deliberately extinguished, and left
extinguished for five days. It was an unspeakable sacrilege.
Hourly there was expectancy of some great calamity to befall. Per-haps within the
approaching night a mighty earthquake would shake the city to the ground, or a fire from
heaven would sweep upon them, a hideous plague strike them or some monster from the
desert, where wild and terrible monsters were said to dwell, would rush upon them and Osiris
himself would rise up, as he had done before, and swallow all Egypt in his wrath. Surely
some such dread catastrophe would befall them ere the week had passed. Unless—unless the
sacrilege were avenged.
But how might it be avenged? That was the question high lords and priests debated. Pharaoh
alone had committed the sacrilege. It was he, angered because the bridge, which he had spent
five years in constructing so that one day he might cross the Nile in his chariot as he had once
boasted that he would do, had been swept away by the rising waters. Raging with anger, he
had flogged the priests from the temple. He had barred the temple doors and with his own
breath had blown out the sacred candles. He had defiled the hallowed altars with the
carcasses of beasts. Even, it was said in low, shocked whispers, in a mock ceremony of
worship he had burned the carrion of a hyena, most abhorrent of all beasts to Osiris, upon the
holy altar of gold, which even the most high of priests forbore to lay naked hands upon!
Surely, even though he be pharaoh, ruler of all Egypt and holder of the golden eagle, he could
not be permitted to commit such violent sacrileges without punishment from man. The god
Osiris was waiting for them to inflict that punishment, and if they failed to do it, upon them
would come a scourge from heaven.
Standing before the awed assembly of nobles, the high Kha Semblor made a gesture with his
hands. A cry broke from those who watched. Sentence had been delivered. Death had been
pronounced as doom for the pharaoh.
The heavy, barred, doors were shoved open. The crowd came out, and within an hour a wellorganized mob passed through the streets of Thebes, directed for the palace of the pharaoh.
Mob justice was to be done.
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Within the resplendent portals of the palace the pharaoh, ruler of all Egypt, watched with
tightened brow the orderly but menacing approach of the mob. He divined their intent. But
was he not their pharaoh? He could contend with gods, so why should he fear mere dogs of
men?
A woman clung to his stiffened arm. She was tall and as majestically handsome as he. A garb
of linen, as brilliantly golden as the sun, entwined her body closely, closely, and bands of jet
were around her throat and forehead. She was the fair and well-loved Nitocris; sister of the
pharaoh.
"Brother, brother!" she cried; "light the fires! Pacify the dogs! They come to kill you."
Only more stern grew the look of the pharaoh. He thrust aside his pleading sister, and
beckoned to the attendants.
"Open the doors"
Startled, trembling, the men obeyed.
The haughty lord of Egypt drew his sword from its sheath. He slashed the air with a stroke
that would have severed stone. Out on the steep steps leading between tall, coloured pillars to
the doors of the palace he stepped. The people saw him. A howl rose from their lips.
"Light the fires!"
The figure of the pharaoh stood inflexible as rock. Superbly tall and muscular, his bare arms
and limbs glittering like burnished copper in the light of the brilliant sun, his body erect and
tense in his attitude of defiance, he looked indeed a mortal fit almost to challenge gods.
The mob, led by the black-robed priests and nobles who had arrived at the foot of the steps,
now fell back before the stunning, magnificent defiance of their giant ruler. They felt like
demons who had assailed the heavens and had been abashed and shamed by the mere sight of
that which they had assailed. A hush fell over them. Their upraised arms faltered and sank
down. A moment more and they would have fallen to their knees.
What happened then seemed nothing less than a miracle. In his triumph and exultation, the
pharaoh had been careless of the crumbling edges of the steps. Centuries old, there were
sections of these steps which were falling apart. Upon such a section had the gold-sandaled
foot of the pharaoh descended, and it was not strong enough to sustain his great weight. With
a scuttling sound it broke loose. A gasp came from the mob—the pharaoh was about to fall.
He was palpitating, wavering in the air, fighting to retain his balance. He looked as if he were
grappling with some monstrous, invisible snake, coiled about his gleaming body. A hoarse
cry burst from his lips; his sword fell; and then his body thudded down the steps in a series of
wild somersaults, and landed at the foot, sprawled out before the gasping mob. For a moment
there was breathless silence. And then came the shout of a priest.
"A sign from the god,"
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That vibrant cry seemed to restore the mob to all of its wolflike rage. They surged forward.
The struggling body of the pharaoh was lifted up and torn to pieces by their clawing hands
and weapons. Thus was the god Osiris avenged.
II. A Pharaoh Is Avenged
A week later another large assembly of persons confronted the brilliant-pillared palace. This
time they were there to acknowledge a ruler, not to slay one. The week before they had
rended the pharaoh and now they were proclaiming his sister empress. Priests had declared
that it was the will of the gods that she should succeed her brother. She was famously
beautiful, pious, and wise. The people were not reluctant to accept her.
When she was borne down the steps of the palace in her rich litter after the elaborate
ceremony of coronation had been concluded, she responded to the cheers of the multitude
with a smile which could not have appeared more amicable and gracious. None might know
from that smile upon her beautiful carmined lips that within her heart she was thinking,
"These are the people who slew my brother. Ah, god Issus grant me power to avenge his
death upon them!"
Not long after the beauteous Nitocris mounted the golden throne of Egypt, rumours were
whispered of some vast, mysterious enterprise being conducted in secret. A large number of
slaves were observed each dawn to embark upon barges and to be carried down the river to
some unknown point, where they laboured throughout the day, returning after dark. The
slaves were Ethiopians, neither able to speak nor to understand the Egyptian language, and
therefore no information could be gotten from them by the curious as to the object of their
mysterious daily excursions. The general opinion though, was that the pious queen was
having a great temple constructed to the gods and that when it was finished, enormous public
banquets would be held within it before its dedication. She meant it to be a surprise gift to the
priests who were ever desirous of some new place of worship and were dissatisfied with their
old altars, which they said were defiled.
Throughout the winter the slaves repeated daily their excursions. Traffic of all kinds plying
down the river was restricted for several miles to within forty yards of one shore. Any craft
seen to disregard that restriction was set upon by a galley of armed men and pursued back
into bounds. All that could be learned was that a prodigious temple or hall of some sort was
in construction.
It was late in the spring when the excursions of the workmen were finally discontinued.
Restrictions upon river traffic were withdrawn. The men who went eagerly to investigate the
mysterious construction returned with tales of a magnificent new temple, surrounded by rich
green, tropical verdure, situated near the bank of the river. It was temple to the god Osiris. It
had been built by the queen probably that she might partly atone for the sacrilege of her
brother and deliver him from some of the torture which he undoubtedly suffered. It was to be
dedicated within the month by a great banquet. All the nobles and the high priests of Osiris,
of which there were a tremendous number, were to be invited.
Never had the delighted priests been more extravagant in their praises of Queen Nitocris.
When she passed through the streets in her open litter, bedazzling eyes by the glitter of her
golden ornaments, the cries of the people were almost frantic in their exaltation of her.
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True to the predictions of the gossipers, before the month had passed the banquet had been
formally announced and to all the nobility and the priests of Osiris had been issued
invitations to attend.
The day of the dedication, which was to be followed by the night of banqueting, was a gala
holiday. At noon the guests of the empress formed a colourful assembly upon the bank of the
river. Gaily draped barges floated at their moorings until preparations should be completed
for the transportation of the guests to the temple. All anticipated a holiday of great merriment,
and the lustful epicureans were warmed by visualizations of the delightful banquet of copious
meats, fruits, luscious delicacies and other less innocent indulgences.
When the queen arrived, clamorous shouts rang deafeningly in her ears. She responded with
charming smiles and gracious bows. The most discerning observer could not have detected
anything but the greatest cordiality and kindliness reflected in her bearing toward those
around her. No action, no fleeting expression upon her lovely face could have caused anyone
to suspect anything except entire amicability in her feelings or her intentions. The rats, as
they followed the Pied Piper of Hamelin through the streets, entranced by the notes of his
magical pipe, could not have been less apprehensive of any great danger impending them
than were the guests of the empress as they followed her in gayly draped barges, singing and
laughing down the sun-glowing waters of the Nile.
The most vivid descriptions of those who had already seen the temple did not prepare the
others for the spectacle of beauty and grandeur which it presented. Gasps of delight came
from the priests. What a place in which to conduct their ceremonies! They began to feel that
the sacrilege of the dead pharaoh was not, after all, to be so greatly regretted, since it was
responsible for the building of this glorious new temple.
The columns were massive and painted with the greatest artistry. The temple itself was
proportionately large. The centre of it was unroofed. Above the entrance were carved the
various symbols of the god Osiris, with splendid workmanship. The building was immensely
big, and against the background of green foliage it presented a picture of almost breath-taking
beauty. Ethiopian attendants stood on each side of the doorway, their shining black bodies
ornamented with bands of brilliant gold. On the interior the guests were inspired to even
greater wonderment. The walls were hung with magnificent painted tapes-tries. The altars
were more beautifully and elaborately carved than any seen before. Aromatic powders were
burning upon them and sending up veils of scented smoke. The sacramental vessels were of
the most exquisite and costly metals. Golden coffers and urns were piled high with perfect
fruits of all kinds.
Ah, yes—a splendid place for the making of sacrifices, gloated the staring priests.
Ah, yes indeed, agreed the queen Nitocris, smiling with half-crossed eyes, it was a splendid
place for sacrifices—especially for the human sacrifice that had been planned. But all who
observed that guileful smile interpreted it as gratification over the pleasure which her creation
in honour of their god had brought to the priests of Osiris. Not the slightest shadow of portent
was upon the hearts of the joyous guests.
The ceremony of dedication occupied the whole of the afternoon. And when it drew to its
impressive conclusion, the large assembly, their nostrils quivering from the savoury odour of
the roasting meats, were fully ready and impatient for the banquet that awaited them. They
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gazed about them, observing that the whole building composed an unpartitioned amphitheatre
and wondering where might be the room of the banquet. However, when the concluding
processional chant had been completed the queen summoned a number of burly slaves, and
by several iron rings attached to its outer edge they lifted up a large slab of the flooring,
disclosing to the astonished guests the fact that the scene of the banquet was to be an
immense subterranean vault.
Such vaults were decidedly uncommon among the Egyptians. The idea of feasting in one was
novel and appealing. Thrilled exclamations came from the eager, excited crowd and they
pressed forward to gaze into the depths, now brightly illuminated. They saw a room beneath
them almost as vast in size as the amphitheatre in which they were standing. It was filled with
banquet tables upon which were set the most delectable foods and rich, sparkling wines in an
abundance that would satiate the banqueters of Bacchus. Luxurious, thick rugs covered the
floors. Among the tables passed nymphlike maidens, and at one end of the room harpists and
singers stood, making sublime music.
The air was cool with the dampness of under-earth, and it was made delightfully fragrant by
the perfumes of burning spices and the savoury odours of the feast. If it had been heaven
itself which the crowd of the queen's guests now gazed down upon they would not have
considered the vision disappointing. Perhaps even if they had known the hideous menace that
lurked in those gay-draped walls beneath them, they would still have found the allurement of
the banquet scene difficult to resist.

Decorum and reserve were almost completely forgotten in the swift-ness of the guests'
descent. The stairs were not wide enough to afford room for all those who rushed upon them,
and some tumbled over, landing unhurt upon the thick carpets. The priests themselves forgot
their customary dignity and aloofness when they looked upon the beauty of the maiden
attendants.
Immediately all of the guests gathered around the banquet tables, and the next hour was
occupied in gluttonous feasting. Wine was unlimited, and so was the thirst of the guests.
Goblets were refilled as quickly as they were made empty by the capacious mouths of the
drinkers. The songs and the laughter, the dancing and the wild frolicking grew less and less
restrained until the banquet became a delirious orgy.
The queen alone, seated upon a cushioned dais from which she might overlook the whole
room, remained aloof from the general hilarity. Her thick black brows twitched; her luminous
black eyes shone strangely between their narrow-painted lids. There was something
peculiarly feline in the curl of her rich red lips. Now and again her eyes sought the section of
wall to her left, where hung gorgeous braided tapestries from the east. But it seemed not the
tapestries that she looked upon. Colour would mount upon her brow and her slender fingers
would dig still tighter into the cushions she reclined upon.
In her mind the queen Nitocris was seeing a ghastly picture. It was the picture of a room of
orgy and feasting suddenly converted into a room of terror and horror, human beings one
moment drunken and lustful, the next screaming in the seizure of sudden and awful death. If
any of those present had been empowered to see also that picture of dire horror, they would
have clambered wildly to make their escape. But none was so empowered.
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With increasing wildness the banquet continued into the middle of the night. Some of the
banqueters, disgustingly gluttonous, still gorged themselves at the greasy tables. Others lay in
drunken stupor, or lolled amorously with the slave girls. But most of them, formed in a great
irregular circle, skipped about the room in a barbaric, joy-mad dance, dragging and tripping
each other in uncouth merriment and making the hall ring with their ceaseless shouts,
laughter, and hoarse song.
When the hour had approached near to midnight, the queen, who had sat like one entranced,
arose from the cushioned dais. One last intent survey she gave to the crowded room of
banquet. It was a scene which she wished to imprint permanently upon her mind. Much pleasure might she derive in the future by recalling that picture, and then imagining what came
afterward—stark, searing terror rushing in upon barbaric joy!
She stepped down from the dais and walked swiftly to the steps. Her departure made no
impression upon the revellers. When she had arrived at the top of the stairs she looked down
and observed that no one had marked her exit.
Around the walls of the temple, dim-lit and fantastic-looking at night, with the cool wind
from the river sweeping through and bending the flames of the tall candelabra, stalwart
guardsmen were standing at their posts, and when the gold cloaked figure of the queen arose
from the aperture, they advanced toward her hurriedly. With a motion, she directed them to
place the slab of rock in its tight-fitting sockets. With a swift, noiseless hoist and lowering,
they obeyed the command. The queen bent down. There was no change in the boisterous
sounds from below. Nothing was yet suspected.
Drawing the soft and shimmering folds of her cloak about her with fingers that trembled with
eagerness, excitement and the intense emotion which she felt, the queen passed swiftly across
the stone floor of the temple toward the open front through which the night wind swept,
blowing her cloak in sheenful waves about her tall and graceful figure. The slaves followed
after in silent file, well aware of the monstrous deed about to be executed and without
reluctance to play their parts.
Down the steps of the palace into the moon-white night, passed the weird procession. Their
way led them down an obviously secreted path through thick ranks of murmuring palms
which in their low voices seemed to be whispering shocked remonstrances against what was
about to be done. But in her stern purpose the queen was not susceptible to any dissuasion
from god or man. Vengeance, strongest of passions, made her obdurate as stone.
Out upon a rough and apparently new-constructed stone pier the thin path led. Beneath, the
cold, dark waters of the Nile surged silently by. Here the party came to a halt. Upon this stone
pier would the object of their awful midnight errand be accomplished.
With a low-spoken word, the queen commanded her followers to hold back. With her own
hand she would perform the act of vengeance.
In the foreground of the pier a number of fantastic, wandlike levers extended upward. Toward
these the queen advanced, slowly and stiffly as an executioner mounts the steps of the
scaffold. When she had come beside them, she grasped one up thrust bar, fiercely, as if it had
been the throat of a hated antagonist. Then she lifted her face with a quick intake of breath
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toward the moon-lightened sky. This was to her a moment of supreme ecstasy. Grasped in her
hand was an instrument which could release awful death upon those against whom she
wished vengeance. Their lives were as securely in her grasp as was this bar of iron.
Slowly, lusting upon every triumph-filled second of this time of ecstasy, she turned her face
down again to the formidable bar in her hand. Deliberately she drew it back to its limit. This
was the lever that opened the wall in the banquet vault. It gave entrance to death. Only the
other bar now intervened between the banqueters, probably still revelling undisturbed, and
the dreadful fate which she had prepared for them. Upon this bar now her jewelled fingers
clutched. Savagely this time she pulled it; then with the litheness of a tiger she sprang to the
edge of the pier. She leaned over it and stared down into the inky rush of the river. A new
sound she heard above the steady flow. It was the sound of waters suddenly diverted into a
new channel—an eager, plunging sound. Down to the hall of revelry they were rushing—
these savage waters—bringing terror and sudden death.
A cry of triumph, wild and terrible enough to make even the hearts of the brutish slaves turn
cold, now broke from the lips of the queen. The pharaoh was avenged.
And even he must have considered his avenging adequate had he been able to witness it.

After the retiring of the queen, the banquet had gone on without interruption of gayety. None
noticed her absence. None noticed the silent replacing of the stone in the socket. No
premonition of disaster was felt. The musicians, having been informed beforehand of the
intended event of the evening, had made their withdrawal before the queen. The slaves,
whose lives were of little value to the queen, were as ignorant of what was to happen as were
the guests themselves.
Not until the wall opened up, with a loud and startling crunch, did even those most inclined
toward suspicion feel the slightest uneasiness. Then it was that a few noticed the slab to have
been replaced, shutting them in. This discovery, communicated throughout the hall in a
moment, seemed to instil a sudden fear in the hearts of all. Laughter did not cease, but the
ring of dancers were distracted from their wild jubilee. They all turned toward the
mysteriously opened wall and gazed into its black depths.
A hush fell over them. And then became audible the mounting sound of rushing water. A
shriek rose from the throat of a woman. And then terror took possession of all within the
room. Panic like the burst of flames flared into their hearts. Of one accord, they rushed upon
the stair. And it, being purposely made frail, collapsed before the foremost of the wildly
screaming mob had reached its summit. Turbulently they piled over the tables, filling the
room with a hideous clamour. But rising above their screams was the shrill roar of the
rushing water, and no sound could be more provoking of dread and terror. Somewhere in its
circuitous route from the pier to the chamber of its reception it must have met with temporary
blockade, for it was several minutes after the sound of it was first detected that the first spray
of that death-bringing water leapt into the faces of the doomed occupants of the room.
With the ferocity of a lion springing into the arena of a Roman amphitheatre to devour the
gladiators set there for its delectation, the black water plunged in. Furiously it surged over the
floor of the room, sweeping tables before it and sending its victims, now face to face with
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their harrowing doom, into a hysteria of terror. In a moment that icy, black water had risen to
their knees, although the room was vast. Some fell instantly dead from the shock, or were
trampled upon by the desperate rushing of the mob. Tables were clambered upon. Lamps and
candles were extinguished. Brilliant light rapidly faded to twilight, and a ghastly dimness fell
over the room as only the suspended lanterns remained lit. And what a scene of chaotic and
hideous horror might a spectator have beheld! The gorgeous trumpery of banquet invaded by
howling waters of death! Gaily dressed merrymakers caught suddenly in the grip of terror!
Gasps and screams of the dying amid tumult and thickening dark!
What more horrible vengeance could Queen Nitocris have conceived than this banquet of
death? Not Diablo himself could be capable of anything more fiendishly artistic. Here in the
temple of Osiris those nobles and priests who had slain the pharaoh in expiation of his
sacrilege against Osiris had now met their deaths. And it was in the waters of the Nile,
material symbol of the god Osiris, that they had died. It was magnificent in its irony!

I would be content to end this story here if it were but a story. However, it is not merely a
story, as you will have discerned before now if you have been a student of the history of
Egypt. Queen Nitocris is not a fictitious personage. In the annals of ancient Egypt she is no
inconspicuous figure. Principally responsible for her prominence is her monstrous revenge
upon the slayers of her brother, the narration of which I have just concluded. Glad would I be
to end this story here; for surely anything following must be in the nature of an anti-climax.
However, being not a mere storyteller here, but having upon me also the responsibility of a
historian, I feel obliged to continue the account to the point where it was left off by
Herodotus, the great Greek historian. And therefore I add this postscript, anti-climax though
it be.
The morning of the day after the massacre in the temple, the guests of the queen not having
made their return, the citizens of Thebes began to glower with dark suspicions. Rumours
came to them through divers channels that something of a most extraordinary and calamitous
nature had occurred at the scene of the banquet during the night. Some had it that the temple
had collapsed upon the revellers and all had been killed. However, this theory was speedily
dispelled when a voyager from down the river reported having passed the temple in a
perfectly firm condition but declared that he had seen no signs of life about the place—only
the brightly canopied boats, drifting at their moorings.
Uneasiness steadily increased throughout the day. Sage persons recalled the great devotion of
the queen toward her dead brother, and noted that the guests at the banquet of last night had
been composed almost entirely of those who had participated in his slaying.
When in the evening the queen arrived in the city, pale, silent, and obviously nervous,
threatening crowds blocked the path of her chariot, demanding roughly an explanation of the
disappearance of her guests. Haughtily she ignored them and lashed forward the horses of her
chariot, pushing aside the tight mass of people. Well she knew, how-ever, that her life would
be doomed as soon as they confirmed their suspicions. She resolved to meet her inevitable
death in a way that befitted one of her rank, not at the filthy hands of a mob.
Therefore upon her entrance into the palace she ordered her slaves to fill instantly her boudoir
with hot and smoking ashes. When this had been done, she went to the room, entered it,
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closed the door and locked it securely, and then flung herself down upon a couch in the centre
of the room. In a short time the scorching heat and the suffocating thick fumes of the smoke
overpowered her. Only her beautiful dead body remained for the hands of the mob.
THE END

Return to Contents
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ACROSS THE ZODIAC by Percy Greg
Chapter I—Shipwreck
Once only, in the occasional travelling of thirty years, did I lose any important article of
luggage; and that loss occurred, not under the haphazard, devil-take-the-hindmost confusion
of English, or the elaborate misrule of Continental journeys, but through the absolute
perfection and democratic despotism of the American system. I had to give up a visit to the
scenery of Cooper’s best Indian novels—no slight sacrifice—and hasten at once to New York
to repair the loss. This incident brought me, on an evening near the middle of September
1874, on board a river steamboat starting from Albany, the capital of the State, for the Empire
City. The banks of the lower Hudson are as well worth seeing as those of the Rhine itself, but
even America has not yet devised means of lighting them up at night, and consequently I had
no amusement but such as I could find in the conversation of my fellow-travellers. With one
of these, whose abstinence from personal questions led me to take him for an Englishman, I
spoke of my visit to Niagara—the one wonder of the world that answers its warranty—and to
Montreal. As I spoke of the strong and general Canadian feeling of loyalty to the English
Crown and connection, a Yankee bystander observed—
“Wal, stranger, I reckon we could take ‘em if we wanted tu!”
“Yes,” I replied, “if you think them worth the price. But if you do, you rate them even more
highly than they rate themselves; and English colonists are not much behind the citizens of
the model Republic in honest self-esteem.”
“Wal,” he said, “how much du yew calc’late we shall hev to pay?”
“Not more, perhaps, than you can afford; only California, and every Atlantic seaport from
Portland to Galveston.”
“Reckon yew may be about right, stranger,” he said, falling back with tolerable goodhumour; and, to do them justice, the bystanders seemed to think the retort no worse than the
provocation deserved.
“I am sorry,” said my friend, “you should have fallen in with so unpleasant a specimen of the
character your countrymen ascribe with too much reason to Americans. I have been long in
England, and never met with such discourtesy from anyone who recognised me as an
American.”
After this our conversation became less reserved; and I found that I was conversing with one
of the most renowned officers of irregular cavalry in the late Confederate service—a service
which, in the efficiency, brilliancy, and daring of that especial arm, has never been surpassed
since Maharbal’s African Light Horse were recognised by friends and foes as the finest corps
in the small splendid army of Hannibal.
Colonel A—— (the reader will learn why I give neither his name nor real rank) spoke with
some bitterness of the inquisitiveness which rendered it impossible, he said, to trust an
American with a secret, and very difficult to keep one without lying. We were presently
joined by Major B——, who had been employed during the war in the conduct of many
critical communications, and had shown great ingenuity in devising and unravelling ciphers.
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On this subject a somewhat protracted discussion arose. I inclined to the doctrine of Poe, that
no cipher can be devised which cannot be detected by an experienced hand; my friends
indicated simple methods of defeating the processes on which decipherers rely.
“Poe’s theory,” said the Major, “depends upon the frequent recurrence of certain letters,
syllables, and brief words in any given language; for instance, of e’s and t’s, tion and ed, a,
and, and the in English. Now it is perfectly easy to introduce abbreviations for each of the
common short words and terminations, and equally easy to baffle the decipherer’s reliance
thereon by inserting meaningless symbols to separate the words; by employing two signs for
a common letter, or so arranging your cipher that no one shall without extreme difficulty
know which marks stand for single and which for several combined letters, where one letter
ends and another begins.”
After some debate, Colonel A—— wrote down and handed me two lines in a cipher whose
character at once struck me as very remarkable.
“I grant,” said I, “that these hieroglyphics might well puzzle a more practised decipherer than
myself. Still, I can point out even here a clue which might help detection. There occur, even
in these two lines, three or four symbols which, from their size and complication, are
evidently abbreviations. Again, the distinct forms are very few, and have obviously been
made to serve for different letters by some slight alterations devised upon a fixed rule. In a
word, the cipher has been constructed upon a general principle; and though it may take a long
time to find out what that principle is, it affords a clue which, carefully followed out, will
probably lead to detection.”
“You have perceived,” said Colonel A——, “a fact which it took me very long to discover. I
have not deciphered all the more difficult passages of the manuscript from which I took this
example; but I have ascertained the meaning of all its simple characters, and your inference is
certainly correct.”
Here he stopped abruptly, as if he thought he had said too much, and the subject dropped.
We reached New York early in the morning and separated, having arranged to visit that
afternoon a celebrated “spiritual” medium who was then giving séances in the Empire City,
and of whom my friend had heard and repeated to me several more or less marvellous stories.
Our visit, however, was unsatisfactory; and as we came away Colonel A—— said—
“Well, I suppose this experience confirms you in your disbelief?”
“No,” said I. “My first visits have generally been failures, and I have more than once been
told that my own temperament is most unfavourable to the success of a seance. Nevertheless,
I have in some cases witnessed marvels perfectly inexplicable by known natural laws; and I
have heard and read of others attested by evidence I certainly cannot consider inferior to my
own.”
“Why,” he said, “I thought from your conversation last night you were a complete
disbeliever.”
“I believe,” answered I, “in very little of what I have seen. But that little is quite sufficient to
dispose of the theory of pure imposture. On the other hand, there is nothing spiritual and
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nothing very human in the pranks played by or in the presence of the mediums. They remind
one more of the feats of traditionary goblins; mischievous, noisy, untrustworthy; insensible to
ridicule, apparently delighting to make fools of men, and perfectly indifferent to having the
tables turned upon themselves.”
“But do you believe in goblins?”
“No,” I replied; “no more than in table-turning ghosts, and less than in apparitions. I am not
bound to find either sceptics or spiritualists in plausible explanations. But when they insist on
an alternative to their respective theories, I suggest Puck as at least equally credible with
Satan, Shakespeare, or the parrot-cry of imposture. It is the very extravagance of illogical
temper to call on me to furnish an explanation because I say, ‘we know far too little of the
thing itself to guess at its causes;’ but of the current guesses, imposture seems inconsistent
with the evidence, and ‘spiritual agency’ with the character of the phenomena.”
“That,” replied Colonel A——, “sounds common sense, and sounds even more
commonplace. And yet, no one seems really to draw a strong, clear line between non-belief
and disbelief. And you are the first and only man I ever met who hesitates to affirm the
impossibility of that which seems to him wildly improbable, contrary at once to received
opinion and to his own experience, and contrary, moreover, to all known natural laws, and all
inferences hitherto drawn from them. Your men of science dogmatise like divines, not only
on things they have not seen, but on things they refuse to see; and your divines are half of
them afraid of Satan, and the other half of science.”
“The men of science have,” I replied, “like every other class, their especial bias, their peculiar
professional temptation. The anti-religious bigotry of Positivists is quite as bitter and
irrational as the theological bigotry of religious fanatics. At present the two powers
countervail and balance each other. But, as three hundred years ago I should certainly have
been burnt for a heretic, so fifty or a hundred years hence, could I live so long, I should be in
equal apprehension of being burnt by some successor of Mr. Congreve, Mr. Harrison, or
Professor Huxley, for presuming to believe in Providential government.”
“The intolerance of incredulity,” returned Colonel A——, “is a sore subject with me. I once
witnessed a phenomenon which was to me quite as extraordinary as any of the ‘spiritual’
performances. I have at this moment in my possession apparently irresistible evidence of the
reality of what then took place; and I am sure that there exists at a point on the earth’s
surface, which unluckily I cannot define, strong corroborative proof of my story.
Nevertheless, the first persons who heard it utterly ridiculed it, and were disposed to treat me
either as a madman, or at best as an audacious trespasser on that privilege of lying which
belonged to them as mariners. I told it afterwards to three gentlemen of station, character, and
intelligence, every one of whom had known me as soldier, and I hope as gentleman, for
years; and in each case the result was a duel, which has silenced those who imputed to me an
unworthy and purposeless falsehood, but has left a heavy burden on my conscience, and has
prevented me ever since from repeating what I know to be true and believe to be of greater
interest, and in some sense of greater importance, than any scientific discovery of the last
century. Since the last occasion on which I told it seven years have elapsed, and I never have
met anyone but yourself to whom I have thought it possible to disclose it.”
“I have,” I answered, “an intense interest in all occult phenomena; believing in regard to
alleged magic, as the scientists say of practical science, that every one branch of such
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knowledge throws light on others; and if there be nothing in your story which it is personally
painful to relate, you need not be silenced by any apprehension of discourteous criticism on
my part.”
“I assure you,” he said, “I have no such wish now to tell the story as I had at first. It is now
associated with the most painful incident of my life, and I have lost altogether that natural
desire for sympathy and human interest in a matter deeply interesting to myself, which, like
everyone else, I felt at first, and which is, I suppose, the motive that prompts us all to relate
often and early any occurrence that has keenly affected us, in whatever manner. But I think
that I have no right to suppress so remarkable a fact, if by telling it I can place it effectually
on record for the benefit of men sensible enough to believe that it may have occurred,
especially since somewhere in the world there must yet exist proof that it did occur. If you
will come to my rooms in —— Street tomorrow, Number 999, I will not promise, but I think
that I shall have made up my mind to tell you what I have to tell, and to place in your hands
that portion of the evidence which is still at my command—evidence that has a significance
of its own, to which my experience is merely episodical.”
I spent that evening with the family of a friend, one of several former officers of the
Confederacy, whose friendship is the one permanent and valuable result of my American
tour. I mentioned the Colonel’s name, and my friend, the head of the family, having served
with him through the Virginian campaigns, expressed the highest confidence in his character,
the highest opinion of his honour and veracity; but spoke with bitter regret and pain of the
duels in which he had been engaged, especially of one which had been fatal; remarking that
the motive in each instance remained unknown even to the seconds. “I am sure,” he said “that
they were not, could not have been, fought for the one cause that would justify them and
explain the secrecy of the quarrel—some question involving female honour or reputation. I
can hardly conceive that any one of his adversaries could have called in question in any way
the personal loyalty of Colonel A——; and, as you remarked of General M——, it is too
absurd for a man who had faced over and over again the fire of a whole brigade, who had led
charges against fourfold numbers, to prove his personal courage with sword or pistol, or to
think that anyone would have doubted either his spirit or his nerve had he refused to fight,
whatever the provocation. Moreover, in each case he was the challenger.”
“Then these duels have injured him in Southern opinion, and have probably tended to isolate
him from society?”
“No,” he replied. “Deeply as they were regretted and disapproved, his services during the war
were so brilliant, and his personal character stands so high, that nothing could have induced
his fellow-soldiers to put any social stigma upon him. To me he must know that he would be
most welcome. Yet, though we have lived in the same city for five years, I have only
encountered him three or four times in the street, and then he has passed with the fewest
possible words, and has neither given me his address nor accepted my urgent invitations to
visit us here. I think that there is something in the story of those duels that will never be
known, certainly something that has never been guessed yet. And I think that either the
circumstances in which they must have had their origin, or the duels themselves, have so
weighed upon his spirits, perhaps upon his conscience, that he has chosen to avoid his former
friends, most of them also the friends of his antagonists. Though the war ruined him as utterly
as any of the thousands of Southern gentlemen whom it has reduced from wealth to absolute
poverty, he has refused every employment which would bring him before the public eye.”
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“Is there,” I asked, “any point of honour on which you could suppose him to be so
exceptionally sensitive that he would think it necessary to take the life of a man who touched
him on that point, though afterwards his regret, if not repentance, might be keen enough to
crush his spirit or break his heart?”
The General paused for a moment, and his son then interposed—
“I have heard it said that Colonel A—— was in general the least quarrelsome of Confederate
officers; but that on more than one occasion, where his statement upon some point of fact had
been challenged by a comrade, who did not intend to question his veracity but simply the
accuracy of his observation, their brother officers had much trouble in preventing a serious
difficulty.”
The next day I called as agreed upon my new-found friend, and with some reluctance he
commenced his story.
“During the last campaign, in February 1865, I was sent by General Lee with despatches for
Kirby Smith, then commanding beyond the Mississippi. I was unable to return before the
surrender, and, for reasons into which I need not enter, I believed myself to be marked out by
the Federal Government for vengeance. If I had remained within their reach, I might have
shared the fate of Wirz and other victims of calumnies which, once put in circulation during
the war, their official authors dared not retract at its close. Now I and others, who, if captured
in 1865, might probably have been hanged, are neither molested nor even suspected of any
other offence than that of fighting, as our opponents fought, for the State to which our
allegiance was due. However, I thought it necessary to escape before the final surrender of
our forces beyond the Mississippi. I made my way to Mexico, and, like one or two Southern
officers of greater distinction than myself, entered the service of the Emperor Maximilian, not
as mere soldiers of fortune, but because, knowing better than any but her Southern
neighbours knew it the miserable anarchy of Mexico under the Republic, we regarded
conquest as the one chance of regeneration for that country, and the Emperor Maximilian as a
hero who had devoted himself to a task heroic at once in its danger and difficulty—the
restoration of a people with whom his house had a certain historical connection to a place
among the nations of the civilised world. After his fall, I should certainly have been shot had
I been caught by the Juarists in pursuit of me. I gained the Pacific coast, and got on board an
English vessel, whose captain—loading for San Francisco—generously weighed anchor and
sailed with but half a cargo to give me a chance of safety. He transferred me a few days
afterwards to a Dutch vessel bound for Brisbane, for at that time I thought of settling in
Queensland. The crew was weak-handed, and consisted chiefly of Lascars, Malays, and two
or three European desperadoes of all languages and of no country. Her master was barely
competent to the ordinary duties of his command; and it was no surprise to me when the first
storm that we encountered drove us completely out of our course, nor was I much astonished
that the captain was for some days, partly from fright and partly from drink, incapable of
using his sextant to ascertain the position of the ship. One night we were awakened by a
tremendous shock; and, to spare you the details of a shipwreck, which have nothing to do
with my story, we found ourselves when day broke fast on a coral reef, about a mile from an
island of no great size, and out of sight of all other land. The sextant having been broken to
pieces, I had no means of ascertaining the position of this island, nor do I now know anything
of it except that it lay, in the month of August, within the region of the southeast trade winds.
We pulled on shore, but, after exploring the island, it was found to yield nothing attractive to
seamen except cocoa-nuts, with which our crew had soon supplied themselves as largely as
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they wished, and fish, which were abundant and easily caught, and of which they were soon
tired. The captain, therefore, when he had recovered his sobriety and his courage, had no
great difficulty in inducing them to return to the ship, and endeavour either to get her off or
construct from her timbers a raft which, following the course of the winds, might, it was
thought, bring them into the track of vessels. This would take some time, and I meanwhile
was allowed to remain (my own wish) on terra firma; the noise, dirt, and foul smells of the
vessel being, especially in that climate, intolerable.
“About ten o’clock in the morning of the 25th August 1867, I was lying towards the southern
end of the island, on a little hillock tolerably clear of trees, and facing a sort of glade or
avenue, covered only with brush and young trees, which allowed me to see the sky within
perhaps twenty degrees of the horizon. Suddenly, looking up, I saw what appeared at first like
a brilliant star considerably higher than the sun. It increased in size with amazing rapidity,
till, in a very few seconds after its first appearance, it had a very perceptible disc. For an
instant it obscured the sun. In another moment a tremendous shock temporarily deprived me
of my senses, and I think that more than an hour had elapsed before I recovered them. Sitting
up, somewhat confused, and looking around me, I became aware that some strange accident
had occurred. In every direction I saw such traces of havoc as I had witnessed more than once
when a Confederate force holding an impenetrable woodland had been shelled at random for
some hours with the largest guns that the enemy could bring into the field. Trees were torn
and broken, branches scattered in all directions, fragments of stone, earth, and coral rock
flung all around. Particularly I remember that a piece of metal of considerable size had cut off
the tops of two or three trees, and fixed itself at last on what was now the summit of one
about a third of whose length had been broken off and lay on the ground. I soon perceived
that this miraculous bombardment had proceeded from a point to the north-eastward, the
direction in which at that season and hour the sun was visible. Proceeding thitherward, the
evidences of destruction became every minute more marked, I might say more universal.
Trees had been thrown down, torn up by the roots, hurled against one another; rocks broken
and flung to great distances, some even thrown up in the air, and so reversed in falling that,
while again half buried in the soil, they exposed what had been their undermost surface. In a
word, before I had gone two miles I saw that the island had sustained a shock which might
have been that of an earthquake, which certainly equalled that of the most violent Central
American earthquakes in severity, but which had none of the special peculiarities of that kind
of natural convulsion. Presently I came upon fragments of a shining pale-yellow metal,
generally small, but in one or two cases of remarkable size and shape, apparently torn from
some sheet of great thickness. In one case I found embedded between two such jagged
fragments a piece of remarkably hard impenetrable cement. At last I came to a point from
which through the destruction of the trees the sea was visible in the direction in which the
ship had lain; but the ship, as in a few moments I satisfied myself, had utterly disappeared.
Reaching the beach, I found that the shock had driven the sea far up upon the land; fishes
lying fifty yards inland, and everything drenched in salt water. At last, guided by the signs of
ever-increasing devastation, I reached the point whence the mischief had proceeded. I can
give no idea in words of what I there found. The earth had been torn open, rooted up as if by
a gigantic explosion. In some places sharp-pointed fragments of the coral rock, which at a
depth of several feet formed the bed of the island, were discernible far below the actual
surface. At others, the surface itself was raised several feet by dèbris of every kind. What I
may call the crater—though it was no actual hole, but rather a cavity torn and then filled up
by falling fragments—was two or three hundred feet in circumference; and in this space I
found considerable masses of the same metallic substance, attached generally to pieces of the
cement. After examining and puzzling myself over this strange scene for some time, my next
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care was to seek traces of the ship and of her crew; and before long I saw just outside the
coral reef what had been her bowsprit, and presently, floating on the sea, one of her masts,
with the sail attached. There could be little doubt that the shock had extended to her, had
driven her off the reef where she had been fixed into the deep water outside, where she must
have sunk immediately, and had broken her spars. No traces of her crew were to be seen.
They had probably been stunned at the same time that they were thrown into deep water; and
before I came in sight of the point where she had perished, whatever animal bodies were to be
found must have been devoured by the sharks, which abounded in that neighbourhood.
Dismay, perplexity, and horror prevented my doing anything to solve my doubts or relieve
my astonishment before the sun went down; and during the night my sleep was broken by
snatches of horrible dreams and intervals of waking, during which I marvelled over what I
had seen, scarcely crediting my memory or my senses. In the morning, I went back to the
crater, and with some tools that had been left on shore contrived to dig somewhat deeply
among the debris with which it was filled. I found very little that could enlighten me except
pieces of glass, of various metals, of wood, some of which seemed apparently to have been
portions of furniture; and one damaged but still entire relic, which I preserved and brought
away with me.”
Here the Colonel removed a newspaper which had covered a portion of his table, and showed
me a metallic case beaten out of all shape, but apparently of what had been a silvery colour,
very little rusted, though much soiled. This he opened, and I saw at once that it was of
enormous thickness and solidity, to which and to favouring circumstances it owed its
preservation in the general ruin he described. That it had undergone some severe and violent
shock there could be no question. Beside the box lay a less damaged though still seriously
injured object, in which I recognised the resemblance of a book of considerable thickness,
and bound in metal like that of the case. This I afterwards ascertained beyond doubt to be a
metalloid alloy whereof the principal ingredient was aluminium, or some substance so closely
resembling it as not to be distinguishable from it by simple chemical tests. A friend to whom
I submitted a small portion broken off from the rest expressed no doubt that it was a kind of
aluminium bronze, but inclined to believe that it contained no inconsiderable proportion of a
metal with which chemists are as yet imperfectly acquainted; perhaps, he said, silicon;
certainly something which had given to the alloy a hardness and tenacity unknown to any
familiar metallurgical compound.
“This,” said my friend, opening the volume, “is a manuscript which was contained in this
case when I took it from among the debris of the crater. I should have told you that I found
there what I believed to be fragments of human flesh and bone, but so crushed and mangled
that I could form no positive conclusion. My next care was to escape from the island, which I
felt sure lay far from the ordinary course of merchant vessels. A boat which had brought me
ashore—the smaller of the two belonging to the ship—had fortunately been left on the end of
the island furthest from that on which the vessel had been driven, and had, owing to its
remoteness, though damaged, not been fatally injured by the shock. I repaired this, made and
fixed a mast, and with no little difficulty contrived to manufacture a sort of sail from strips of
bark woven together. Knowing that, even if I could sustain life on the island, life under such
circumstances would not be worth having, I was perfectly willing to embark upon a voyage in
which I was well aware the chances of death were at least as five to one. I caught and
contrived to smoke a quantity of fish sufficient to last me for a fortnight, and filled a small
cask with brackish but still drinkable water. In this vessel, thus stored, I embarked about a
fortnight after the day of the mysterious shock. On the second evening of my voyage I was
caught by a gale which compelled me to lower the sail, and before which I was driven for
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three days and nights, in what direction I can hardly guess. On the fourth morning the wind
had fallen, and by noon it was a perfect calm. I need not describe what has been described by
so many shipwrecked sailors, —the sufferings of a solitary voyager in an open boat under a
tropical sun. The storm had supplied me with water more than enough; so that I was spared
that arch-torture of thirst which seems, in the memory of such sufferers, to absorb all others.
Towards evening a slight breeze sprang up, and by morning I came in sight of a vessel, which
I contrived to board. Her crew, however, and even her captain, utterly discredited such part of
my strange story as I told them. On that point, however, I will say no more than this: I will
place this manuscript in your hands. I will give you the key to such of its ciphers as I have
been able to make out. The language, I believe, for I am no scholar, is Latin of a mediæval
type; but there are words which, if I rightly decipher them, are not Latin, and hardly seem to
belong to any known language; most of them, I fancy, quasi-scientific terms, invented to
describe various technical devices unknown to the world when the manuscript was written. I
only make it a condition that you shall not publish the story during my life; that if you show
the manuscript or mention the tale in confidence to any one, you will strictly keep my secret;
and that if after my death, of which you shall be advised, you do publish it, you will afford no
clue by which the donor could be confidently identified.”
“I promise,” said I. “But I should like to ask you one question. What do you conceive to have
been the cause of the extraordinary shock you felt and of the havoc you witnessed? What, in
short, the nature of the occurrence and the origin of the manuscript you entrust to my care?”
“Why need you ask me?” he returned. “You are as capable as myself of drawing a deduction
from what I have told you, and I have told you everything, I believe, that could assist you.
The manuscript will tell the rest.”
“But,” said I, “an actual eye-witness often receives from a number of little facts which he
cannot remember, which are perhaps too minute to have been actually and individually noted
by him, an impression which is more likely to be correct than any that could be formed by a
stranger on the fullest cross-questioning, on the closest examination of what remains in the
witness’s memory. I should like to hear, before opening the manuscript, what you believe to
have been its origin.
“I can only say,” he answered, “that what must be inferred from the manuscript is what I had
inferred before I opened it. That same explanation was the only one that ever occurred to me,
even in the first night. It then seemed to me utterly incredible, but it is still the only
conceivable explanation that my mind can suggest.”
“Did you,” asked I, “connect the shock and the relics, which I presume you know were not on
the island before the shock, with the meteor and the strange obscuration of the sun?”
“I certainly did,” he said. “Having done so, there could be but one conclusion as to the
quarter from which the shock was received.”
The examination and transcription of the manuscript, with all the help afforded me by my
friend’s previous efforts, was the work of several years. There is, as the reader will see, more
than one hiatus valde deflendus, as the scholiasts have it, and there are passages in which,
whether from the illegibility of the manuscript or the employment of technical terms
unknown to me, I cannot be certain of the correctness of my translation. Such, however, as it
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is, I give it to the world, having fulfilled, I believe, every one of the conditions imposed upon
me by my late and deeply regretted friend.
The character of the manuscript is very curious, and its translation was exceedingly difficult.
The material on which it is written resembles nothing used for such purposes on Earth. It is
more like a very fine linen or silken web, but it is far closer in texture, and has never been
woven in any kind of loom at all like those employed in any manufacture known to history or
archaeology. The letters, or more properly symbols, are minute, but executed with
extraordinary clearness. I should fancy that something more like a pencil than a pen, but with
a finer point than that of the finest pencil, was employed in the writing. Contractions and
combinations are not merely frequent, but almost universal. There is scarcely an instance in
which five consecutive letters are separately written, and there is no single line in which half
a dozen contractions, often including from four to ten letters, do not occur. The pages are of
the size of an ordinary duodecimo, but contain some fifty lines per page, and perhaps one
hundred and fifty letters in each line. What were probably the first half dozen pages have
been utterly destroyed, and the next half dozen are so mashed, tattered, and defaced, that only
a few sentences here and there are legible. I have contrived, however, to combine these into
what I believe to be a substantially correct representation of the author’s meaning. The Latin
is of a monastic—sometimes almost canine—quality, with many words which are not Latin at
all. For the rest, though here and there pages are illegible, and though some symbols,
especially those representing numbers or chemical compounds, are absolutely
undecipherable, it has been possible to effect what I hope will be found a clear and coherent
translation. I have condensed the narrative but have not altered or suppressed a line for fear of
offending those who must be unreasonable, indeed, if they lay the offence to my charge.
One word more. It is possible, if not likely, that some of those friends of the narrator, for
whom the account was evidently written, may still be living, and that these pages may meet
their eyes. If so, they may be able to solve the few problems that have entirely baffled me,
and to explain, if they so choose, the secrets to which, intentionally or through the destruction
of its introductory portion, the manuscript affords no clue.
I must add that these volumes contain only the first section of the MS. record. The rest,
relating the incidents of a second voyage and describing another world, remains in my hands;
and, should this part of the work excite general attention, the conclusion will, by myself or by
my executors, be given to the public. Otherwise, on my death, it will be placed in the library
of some national or scientific institution.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE WAR OF THE WORLDS by HG Wells
Book One: The Coming of The Martians
Chapter Six: The Heat-Ray in The Chobham Road
It is still a matter of wonder how the Martians are able to slay men so swiftly and so silently.
Many think that in some way they are able to generate an intense heat in a chamber of
practically absolute non-conductivity. This intense heat they project in a parallel beam
against any object they choose, by means of a polished parabolic mirror of unknown
composition, much as the parabolic mirror of a lighthouse projects a beam of light. But no
one has absolutely proved these details. However it is done, it is certain that a beam of heat is
the essence of the matter. Heat, and invisible, instead of visible, light. Whatever is
combustible flashes into flame at its touch, lead runs like water, it softens iron, cracks and
melts glass, and when it falls upon water, incontinently that explodes into steam.
That night nearly forty people lay under the starlight about the pit, charred and distorted
beyond recognition, and all night long the common from Horsell to Maybury was deserted
and brightly ablaze.
The news of the massacre probably reached Chobham, Woking, and Ottershaw about the
same time. In Woking the shops had closed when the tragedy happened, and a number of
people, shop people and so forth, attracted by the stories they had heard, were walking over
the Horsell Bridge and along the road between the hedges that runs out at last upon the
common. You may imagine the young people brushed up after the labours of the day, and
making this novelty, as they would make any novelty, the excuse for walking together and
enjoying a trivial flirtation. You may figure to yourself the hum of voices along the road in
the gloaming...
As yet, of course, few people in Woking even knew that the cylinder had opened, though
poor Henderson had sent a messenger on a bicycle to the post office with a special wire to an
evening paper.
As these folks came out by twos and threes upon the open, they found little knots of people
talking excitedly and peering at the spinning mirror over the sand pits, and the newcomers
were, no doubt, soon infected by the excitement of the occasion.
By half past eight, when the Deputation was destroyed, there may have been a crowd of three
hundred people or more at this place, besides those who had left the road to approach the
Martians nearer. There were three policemen too, one of whom was mounted, doing their
best, under instructions from Stent, to keep the people back and deter them from approaching
the cylinder. There was some booing from those more thoughtless and excitable souls to
whom a crowd is always an occasion for noise and horse-play.
Stent and Ogilvy, anticipating some possibilities of a collision, had telegraphed from Horsell
to the barracks as soon as the Martians emerged, for the help of a company of soldiers to
protect these strange creatures from violence. After that they returned to lead that ill-fated
advance. The description of their death, as it was seen by the crowd, tallies very closely with
my own impressions: the three puffs of green smoke, the deep humming note, and the flashes
of flame.
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But that crowd of people had a far narrower escape than mine. Only the fact that a hummock
of heathery sand intercepted the lower part of the Heat-Ray saved them. Had the elevation of
the parabolic mirror been a few yards higher, none could have lived to tell the tale. They saw
the flashes and the men falling and an invisible hand, as it were, lit the bushes as it hurried
towards them through the twilight. Then, with a whistling note that rose above the droning of
the pit, the beam swung close over their heads, lighting the tops of the beech trees that line
the road, and splitting the bricks, smashing the windows, firing the window frames, and
bringing down in crumbling ruin a portion of the gable of the house nearest the corner.
In the sudden thud, hiss, and glare of the igniting trees, the panic-stricken crowd seems to
have swayed hesitatingly for some moments. Sparks and burning twigs began to fall into the
road, and single leaves like puffs of flame. Hats and dresses caught fire. Then came a crying
from the common. There were shrieks and shouts, and suddenly a mounted policeman came
galloping through the confusion with his hands clasped over his head, screaming.
“They’re coming!” a woman shrieked, and incontinently everyone was turning and pushing at
those behind, in order to clear their way to Woking again. They must have bolted as blindly
as a flock of sheep. Where the road grows narrow and black between the high banks the
crowd jammed, and a desperate struggle occurred. All that crowd did not escape; three
persons at least, two women and a little boy, were crushed and trampled there, and left to die
amid the terror and the darkness.
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